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Before The Gods, I Told No Lies
by Walkingdeadgal

Summary

A High Priest named Tzekel-Kan never told lies, well not all the time. He knew what his
purpose was. He was a speaker for the gods after all If he needed anything he could just get it
in a snap. He thought he had what he needed and wanted until he met a reborn goddess
named Kaiti who was found exploring the island lost and confused on were she was with
Tulio and Miguel, besides thinking they was the chosen gods he felt odd around her and
chose not to think about it much. The past days are peaceful in El Dorado. Tulio and Miguel
do their own thing while Kaiti stays close around Tzekel-Kan learning about what he does,
the feelings he gets is complicated and he is lost on what to do. Lie after lie spills out of his
mouth and he can't catch himself when he falls in love with her and learns on what she truly
is and he himself starts to change in ways.

"They say a god doesn't need blood, but for her..I'd do anything for my goddess."

http://archiveofourown.org/users/Walkingdeadgal/pseuds/Walkingdeadgal


A Small Introduction

"The prophecy will come true this year Acolyte..I predict the gods will come to us.." Acolyte
looks up seeing the high priest raise up touching a stone tablet in front of him, he sighs
shaking his head as he gathers some ingredients. It was like this every year, the god hasn't
came yet and most of the natives stopped listening to him a long time ago. "But Tzekel-Kan
what if your wrong?" Tzekel-Kan turns around quickly and smacks Acolyte in the head
making him drop a tablet to the floor. "You will not show such disrespect to the gods!!"
Tzekel-Kan stops for a moment noticing the book had opened to a page they never seen, the
priest picks the book up noticing a picture of a cat like girl standing with the gods seeming
lost. "Why..I never seen this page before. Acolyte what is this?" He flinches looking towards
him nervously. "I-I never seen it my lord! I haven't even seen the page till now!" Tzekel-Kan
rolls his eyes and he walks towards the stone tablet looking at it. "Seems here theres a third
god..I never had seen this before." He starts to chuckle as he takes the page out sitting it on
the rock, Acolyte gulps knowing the look on his face and he starts to back up. "Well..this year
will be interesting. Very interesting..A goddess will be on our hands to. And the year of the
jaguar will start right." He starts to laugh loudly and Acolyte looks off wondering what he
had done.



Awakening On a Island

Chapter Summary

When you don't know were you are after a accident you know something is wrong when
you travel with two men who are on a adventure to "El Dorado" The city of gold. What's
even worse is getting caught by said islands natives and meeting their priest.

"Begone witch! A woman has no place going out and doing a mans job!" A few loud laughs
was heard as a woman steps out in anger, she fixes her shirt and pants as she crosses her arms
feeling her glasses slip a bit. "A woman has no place doing a man job..I'll show them! Im a
vetinarian for fucks sakes I can do what they can do." She pushes her glasses back up to her
nose and she stomps off. She has all her supplies but she needs a map first, hopefully to
somewhere far away and not discovered. She looks around the market and she stops at a map
shop seeing a man trying to sell a old map. She walks up and coughs trying to get his
attention. "Ahem. Sir..where is that map to?" Her eyes study it and he looks up smiling
grabbing her. "Why this map is to El Dorado!!" "El..Do what?" "El Dorado! The city of
gold!! I been trying to get rid of the darn thing but no one will take it!!" "I'll take it. Im out on
a adventure myself!" He hands it to her quickly while she looks shocked at the gesture. "Take
the damned thing! Im finally free! FREE!!" He runs to the back of the shop and she blows her
bangs from her face softly. "Well..that was easy. Now to get a boat.." She looks out the
window seeing Cortes ship getting ready to dock and she gets a idea, She puts the map in her
bag and she heads out sneaking towards the ship. She pokes her head from the corner seeing
a rowboat to the side floating in the water. The woman looks around and she rushes to the
boat hearing a few yells in spanish being yelled to her. She jumps in the boat seeing it had
some food and water and she grabs the sails starting to row away, she curses to herself
pushing with all her strength and she sails off seeing the men yell at her throwing things. She
laughs as she gets farther away. "How's that for a woman!?" She snickers seeing them give in
and she sails on down the ocean leaving the hellhole of Spain. As the storm rages the roaring
waves crash agains't each other as the rain pours down hard, a lone small boat was sailing
through the water rocking back and fourth hard trying to avoid damage. The young woman
was trying to steer the boat clear of the roaring waters as she was being soaked by rain. She
didn't have much of her food supply left and it looked like she wasn't seeing any land any
time soon. She sighs not giving in to her situation and she pushes harder hearing a strange
noise. She looks up hearing a roar seeing a huge tidal wave coming towards her and her
mouth opens. "Oh shit.." The water crashes into her boat sending her into the raging water as
she coughs and spurts trying to keep herself above on a piece of the ripped boat, it drifts off
and she lays down trying to catch her breath resting for what's ahead of her.

The sound of crisp waves echoes around the beach leading to a entrance of a jungle, many
haven't lived to tell the tale of what lies beyond the island. Though on the far side of the sand
a crashed boat is in pieces from a wreckage. The woman had landed on the shore laying in



the sand, she opens her tired eyes seeing she was in sand and she gets up with a groan. "I..i
made it!!" She cheers kissing the land before she bumps her head into some skeletons making
her yell in fear backing up. "L-Looks like they didn't make it to far..I better be careful.." She
grabs her bag off a rock checking it seeing it wasn't badly damaged but water logged, she
sighs putting it on and grabs the map wringing it out with a grumble. "Better to be safe than
sorry i guess..adventure waits." She makes a face staring at the jungle entrance and she
groans heading inside as a armadillo follows her. Deep inside the jungle A couple of rustles
and crunches of branches a shadow emerges from the bushes revealing the woman who looks
lost. She fixies her clothes softly and looks around confused but she treads on deeper into the
jungle, deeper and already been in circles the woman sits down on a log and she sighs as she
rests feeling the sweat drip off her. "I can't even find my way out of this damn jungle..how
am i gonna get out of here if I don't know were I'm even going." She reaches into her bag and
pulls the map out seeing its ripped in half from being in the water to long. "Oh just my
luck..the map ripped. Why did i even buy it from that crazy merchant!?" She hisses out as she
crumbles the map up and throws it in the water, the girl leans back angrily seeing the
Armadillo sit on the log and hand her a piece of fruit. "Well your a survivor huh little fella..I
could use a companion on this adventure." She picks him up softly and puts him in the bag as
she chews on the fruit noting how fresh and good it is as she hands him a few pieces seeing
him eat. "Well I guess we'll head north, maybe we can find something for shelter for the
night." It starts to rain heavily soaking her making her groan loudly and the little animal
shake hiding. "Ohh just great! MY LUCK IS HELL!" She yells loudly as her voice is
drowned out by the lighting and thunder.

 

On the other side of the jungle two voices are heard as a horse passes by in the pouring rain.
"Miguel..we need to rest." "Oh come on Tulio a little rain never hurts anything!" "Well it
does because I can't see anything! Now give me the map!" The horse rolls his eyes as he
sighs listening to the two argue on his back, fighting over the map again it seems. He looks
ahead noticing a blurry shape appear making him confused. He starts to whine to the two
men trying to get their attention seeing their arguing more and he snorts letting out a yell as
the woman stops dead in her tracks staring at them scared. Tulio looks up at the sudden halt
and he yells as he grabs the horses reigns yanking on them hard. "WOAH AlTIVO!!!" The
woman yelps in fear falling back and she raises her arms up trying to shield herself and her
bag as Altivo stops bucking Miguel and Tulio off his back. The two land with a muddy thud
and the girl looks at them feeling her Armadillo friend poke his head out, Tulio wipes the
mud off his face and he groans getting up staring at them. "What's the big deal stepping in
front of us!" "What's my deal? What's your deal not looking were you was going! You could
have hurt me and Armo here!!" "Uh hello the rain we couldn't see!" They growl bashing
heads making Miguel shake his and he walks over to her reaching a hand out to her. "Need
help miss?" "Kaiti..and thank you.." Kaiti grabs Miguel's hand and he pulls her up from the
ground into him, she softly turns red and she seperates from the man. "Thank you." "It's no
problem." They smile making Tulio gag and he walks up seperating the two as he groans.
"Great you helped her now let's go. We have a city of gold to get to!" "City of gold?" Kaiti
turns looking to him with a curious look. "You mean El Dorado? Seems we're headind to the
same mythical city!" Miguel Gasps holding his cheeks noting that she hadn't heard of it and
Tulio looks to him starting to back up. "Oh no, No Miguel. This is our plan! No one else!" He
hisses to him to late though as Miguel grabs Kaiti and shows her the map excitedly, Tulio



scoffs and looks to Altivo crossing his arms. "Can you believe this?! He sees a girl and shows
her our plan!" Altivo starts to laugh to himself. "This is a map to El Dorado. Were following
it! A adventure if you will." "Woah..I wouldn't mind tagging along with you guys, not like we
have anything to go on since our map tore up."  "That's a great idea Kaiti, We'll follow the
trail we blaze! Again!" He points a sword ahead and Tulio holds his face as Kaiti starts to
snicker. "Miguel no!" "Miguel yes!!" He lifts Kaiti up with a laugh and he helps her on Altivo
getting on himself. "Come on Tulio adventure awaits us! Let's go!" Altivo raises up with a
snort and he charges leaving Tulio behind them, he starts to run after them yelling waving his
arms. "WOAH HOLD UP YOU TWO IM NOT ON THE HORSE!!" 

 

Traveling throughout the jungle seeing many plots on the map Kaiti is happy she found the
two to set off on her adventure with, she looks around as Armo is a bit green laying out of her
bag. "Aww poor Armo. Seems he's getting motion sickness." Miguel looks back seeing the
animal whine softly. "I didn't know Armadillo's could do that! Anyway why are you heading
to this city Kaiti?" She sighs holding Armo as she looks ahead. "I'm wanting to prove a
woman can do anything a man can do, I might just be a vetinarian but I can do more than
what i look." They look to each other then to Kaiti as she looks down, the boys feel bad as
they stop for a break. Kaiti gets down with Miguel's help and they open the map again as she
looks around in the grass. "What are you doing?" "Well Im helping Armo, I'm a vet it's what i
do. But I'm looking for some mint so I can help settle his belly...ahah!" She picks at a odd
looking leaf and she mushes it up in her hand softly feeding it to the armadillo. "What does
the map say anyway?" Tulio looks to it and he looks up seeing a crying statue, he hits the
map smiling as he puts it up. "We're almost there! Just a another mark and we'll be at the
golden city!!" Kaiti rolls her eyes putting Armo in her bag and she leads Artivo as the boys
get back on the horse. "Let's go boys!!" She leads them off and they head off not knowing the
dangers ahead of them. "Uh boys i think we're lost.." Tulio looks back to Kaiti with a tired
look. "No were just taking a break Kaiti." "Hey Tulio go easy on her. I'll check the map
again." Miguel opens the paper up looking as Kaiti hold's onto his arm trailing behind, the
forest just seems never ending now and their getting pretty tired now.

Kaiti lets out a soft yawn as Altivo stops ahead of them on a branch and notices it starts to
crack under his hoofs, he nervously smiles back up bumping into them. "What's wrong boy?"
Kaiti steps ahead and the branch fully breaks sending them all down a hill yelling and
tumbling. They hit the cool ground below and Kaiti tumbles rolling into a giant stone slab
hitting her head pretty hard as Armo rolls out of her bag into her, she heads back groaning as
the boys lay beside her. Tulio gets up rubbing his head and he looks around seeing how
strangely empty it is. He rubs the stone flicking the dust off and he leans down snapping his
fingers. "Hey Miguel wake up. Were here!" Miguel groans but he opens his eyes quick.
"Were here!?" "Yeah we are!" "We're were is it!?" "Right here." Miguel stops looking around
confused at the emptyness around them. "Is it behind the stone?" "No Miguel it is the stone."
Tulio helps Kaiti up as she holds her head grabbing Armo softly. "Did we make it..?" "I-I
don't understand the map it says.." He takes the map from Miguel and he gets on Altivo
angry. "No it is the rock, we came for a rock." "But we got here before Cortes and.." "No we
came here for a.. GREAT BIG ROCK!!" His yells echoes around them and Kaiti looks
around just as lost as Miguel is. "I swear i know its here. We got here before him!" "Oh what
and he wanted to take a rock? That scoundrel!" Tulio mocks as Altivo nods , Miguel squeezes



the map looking sad as Kaiti puts a hand on his arm. "Hey Miguel we tried.." "B-But i
thought we could find it.." Tulio looks to them and growls out. "Get.On.The.Horse." He
hisses and Miguel looks sad, Tulio lifts him on the horse groaning. "Come on not the
face..look me you and Kaiti can find a exit somewhere. I think i saw one around here." She
shakes her head with a soft sigh and grabs Altivo leading him away from the stone. Behind
them emerges A girl as she runs past the waterfall panting as some guards was chasing after
her, she heads around the stone and bumps into Altivo starting Kaiti and the boys who yell.
The girl yells back at them and the guards surround them pointing spears at them. Kaiti backs
up raising her hands shaking a but. "W-Woah now!! Easy!" A man in a jaguar skin points it to
her seeing her flinch at the sharp blade and his eyes widen in shock as he motions to the
others stopping them, The boys gulp as Miguel holds Kaiti's arm softly bringing her to him.
The girl looks to the natives and she throws a strange object at Tulio startling him, he glares
and throws it back to her as Kaiti raises a eyebrow in confusion. They throw it back and
fourth to each other and Kaiti follows it with Armo getting dizzy watching until it hits Tulio
in the head and he sighs looking to them again. 

 

 "Hey uh...nice rock. We're tourist and we was just about to leave and.." They point the spears
again and they look nervously. "Spears..eheh.." The natives lead them off and Kaiti notices
the man keeping a close eye on them, they head past a waterfall seeing some boats docked at
the rocks. They all board it with no other choice to and start to head off down the river
quietly. Tulio and Miguel smile to the girl and she glares to them looking off, down the river
the sun starts to shine revealing a golden object in her hand and they both gasp as she hides it.
Kaiti looks around shielding her eyes and she opens her mouth as they pass some plants into-
"El Dorado." They all say in unison looking around the giant city. The golden city is huge
and stretches as far as the eye can see. Native villagers stop and look in shock at them
passing by, golden butterflies fly past them into the blue sky as giant and rainbow fish swim
past them under the boat in the clear water. The boat stops at a dock gently and Kaiti and
them get off it onto the land. The man in the Jaguar skin rushes off one way and a native goes
the other way. Kaiti watches them and she sticks by Miguel softly closing her bag hiding
armo. "I'm getting a bad feeling guys.." She whispers softly to them and they nod in
agreement with her. The man goes up to temple and he whispers to another as he looks. "Sir
their here!" He smirks pushing him away and looks at the stone slab showing the three gods.
The other goes to a bigger man whos playing with kids and he whispers to him before he
looks shocked and gets up walking down. Kaiti rubs her head seeing the natives stare at them
and she weakly smiles waving at them. "BEHOLD! The prophecy has been foretold!" They
all jump at the voice and look seeing a man walk down towards them, Kaiti slowly hides
behind Miguel not noticing the girl is still there. "Did i not tell you the gods would be here!"
The natives all whisper looking towards them in agreement. "Gods..? What is he talking
about." Kaiti looks lost seeing the man look to her and smirks sending a shiver down her
spine. "And with the gods I found a page that foretold a goddess to lead them and here she
is!" He chuckles walking in front of them bowing down with the bigger man. "My lords I am
Tzekel-Kan the speaker of the gods" Kaiti waves and she holds Altivo's reign. "Hi
im..Kaiti.." Miguel and Tulio smile and they get down with a mighty tone in their voice.
"And I am Miguel." "And I'm Tulio. And we are Miguel and Tulio!" Miguel pulls Kaiti to
him smiling. "And this is Kaiti, our animal doctor!" The natives gasp and Kaiti looks seeing



Tzekel-Kan study her at that remark, The bigger man smiles and bows to them in a sweet
tone. "I am Chief Tannabok. We welcome you to El Dorado."  

 

 



The Speaker Of The Gods

Chapter Summary

After making it to El Dorado our three don't have any idea what they have got
themselves into by pretending to be gods after meeting the High Priest Tzekel-Kan and
the Chief. After getting their temples and a promise of a feast a plan is set with Chel.

Kaiti takes a deep breath but she steps forward to the two men as she bows to them. "It's very
nice to meet you both! I hope this wasn't to hasty for you all." The girl looks around while
their busy talking and tries to sneak off but she bumps into Kaiti sending her into Tzekel-Kan
a bit. "What the hell?" He grabs her and drags her out to them. "Ahah! I see you caught this
temple robbing thief! What should we do to her my lords? Punish her?" Kaiti looks up
shocked and she elbows the boys with a cough, she looks to them then to the girl and makes a
face as the girl panics. "Uh no no! See...i was sent to look for the gods with a tribute from the
temple! My only wish is to serve them.." She looks to them and begs silently, Kaiti looks up
to them and she looks back to the girl softly. "Uh..no. Don't you think that's harsh?" He looks
shocked in disbelief at Kaiti's answer while Tulio and Miguel nod in agreement. "Yeah
release her. Don't you think?" Tzekel-Kan drops her quickly and he bows to them and he
grabs her pushing her off in the direction to the temple. "You will begin by returning this to
it's rightful place." Chief Tannabok walks to them with caution. "My lords why chose now to
come?" Tzekel-Kan scoffs grabbing his arm in anger pushing him away. "Enough! You do
not question the gods!" Miguel steps up waving his arm in their faces. "That's right you do
not question the gods unless we have to unleash the might of our awesome powers and you
dont want that!" Tzekel-Kan walks up to them with a smirk making Kaiti back off a bit. "Of
course we do!" "You do.." The boys shrink down as she gives them a glare. "Yes! Unleash
your wrath on this non believer. Show them that your divinity and that you don't mess with
the gods!!" Tulio grabs Miguel as he smiles. "Uh divinty!! Excuse us for a moment!" He
drags him to the side as Kaiti follows them, Tzekel-Kan looks to the Chief and he raises his
eyebrows watching them. They look to each other and she crosses her arms feeling her bag
move a bit as Armo pokes his head out getting out beside her leg. "Okay smart guy what do
we do now. They think were gods." Tulio starts to pace a bit as he holds his head. "I don't
know okay! We just need to stick to the plan." "Maybe a new plan Tulio? This isn't good, We
should just come out and tell them we're not gods! Otherwise we'll face their wrath." "I know
I'm thinking Im thinking!!" Tulio and Miguel start to argue quielty making Kaiti roll her eyes
and hold her head in aggravation, the ground starts to shake and the natives look seeing the
volcano start to smoke. Kaiti grabs Miguel's shirt shaking him while Armo runs around their
feet trying to catch a butterfly, He hits Tulio's head over and over making his headache
stronger with all the noise. "Think think think!!" Tzekel-Kan tilts his head in confusion at the
act and Kaiti looks around panicking as the noise is to much for Tulio as Altivo starts to
neigh loudly. "STOP!!" Tulio yells his voice ringing around them making Armo grab Altivo's



leg hard, the volcano stops sucking the smoke in and it coughs loudly making their mouths
open wide.

 

All goes quiet as the three turn around seeing the natives all bowing to them. Tulio and
Miguel smile and they bask in the cheers and Kaiti sighs going with as she follows them
picking Armo up in her arms, They walk past Acolyte as he raises up and Miguel looks to
him. "Don't make me do it again. Because I can." He panics and gets back down on the
ground. They walk up to Tzekel-Kan and Chief Tannabok as they raise up. "My lords let me
show you to your temples." Miguel and Tulio smile to each other and they nod in excitement
to the priest. "Temple huh? Sounds fancy!" Kaiti makes a face shaking her head and they
walk up to the stairs. Tzekel-Kan walks to the chief and smirks. "Step aside.." Chief
Tannabok shakes his head moving aside as he walks to Kaiti holding his hand out to her and
she turns red shyly taking it. "Ladies first.." "Thank you Tzekel-Kan." They start to walk up
the stairs in front of the boys and Miguel scowls watching Tzekel-Kan talk to her, Tulio
notices his distain and he elbows him smiling. "Jealous Miguel? Ohh the high priest is
making a move on Kaiti!" "What no! I just..it's nothing come on." After a long winded walk
up the stairs Tulio and Miguel make it to the top tiredly with Kaiti and the others. Kaiti rests
to the side as the boys perk up, Tzekel-kan opens the curtains and they walk in before he
stops her gently. "Actually my lady I have a special temple just for you. I'll show you
personally after i talk to the lords." Kaiti looks lost for a moment before he smiles and pats
her head walking in with Cheif Tannabok. "What was that.." She shrugs gently listening in on
them talking, Armo heads back into her bag as she hears them both mention a feast and some
kind of tribute to which the boys agree to and she huffs wishing she was at least in the
conversation. "Great my lords! We'll have it prepared for tonight!" Kaiti gasps and backs up
to the stairs acting like she's waiting as they step out. They walk to her and Tzekel-Kan
smiles. "Ready my lady?" "Sure! Can't wait to see." "Go ahead and get a start I'll be down in
a minute." Kaiti nods starting down the long stairs by herself, Tzekel-Kan looks to Chief
Tannabok with a smile "And so starts a new age. It's the beginning of the year of the Jaguar."
He rolls his eyes and Tzekel-Kan looks to him. "Happy new year!" He laughs following Kaiti
down the stairs with Chief Tannabok following behind not to happy. Miguel and Tulio smiles
as they cheer. "Hey." "Hey hey! We get all the gold we want and they think we're gods!!"
They cheer and both pose. "Miguel and Tulio!" "Tulio and Miguel!"  "Mighty and powerful
gods!" "Hello!" They both yell jumping on a chair as they see the girl laugh. "Uh who are
you?" She hums putting a statues head up and Miguel puffs his chest up. "Back mortal,
before we strike you with a lightning bolt! BEGONE!" He makes lightning noises as Tulio
looks at him. "Miguel..Miguel we're caught." He deflates softly looking to her. "Save it for
the High Priest, honey, you're gonna need it."  "Yeah who are you and what do you want.."
"Well Im Chel and I want in." "What!?" "Trust me you need me." The boys look to each other
and they look to Chel. "We're listening." 

 

Kaiti follows after Tzekel-Kan down the street's of El Dorado, she looks around the golden
city enjoying the peace and quiet as the natives wave to her. "So why a seperate temple if you
don't mind me asking?" He looks back to her as they turn a corner down a street. "It's not far
my lady. I wanted you to have one closer to my temple so we could discuss some things."



"Oh? Like what?" "You will see in time trust me." They stop at the temple seeing how nice it
looks and he smiles as they walk up the stairs, the sun making the air around them warm and
inviting as they walk up. Making it to the top Tzekel-Kan opens the green curtain for Kaiti
letting her go first, She nods to him and she walks into the cool room in awe at the beautiful
setting he had set up for her. Tzekel-Kan walks in putting a hand on her shoulder as he shows
her the room around them, there's a big fluffy bed resting in the corner along with a nice bath
in the middle of the room. Fresh fruit and food lay waiting on the table as a balcony is seen
along with a sky light. "Do you like it?" Kaiti gives Tzekel-Kan a tight hug startling him as
he hugs back letting her go. "I love it! It's amazing Tzekel-Kan." "Anything for my- t-the
goddess." He corrects himself softly watching her look around again, Kaiti walks to the
balcony admiring the view hearing Tzekel-Kan walk beside her as she eyes him from the
corner of her eyes. "You know Tzekel-Kan that party sounds like it's gonna be fun tonight."
He rolls his eyes in distaste at the idea of a discraction of a party knowing no work will get
done as usual. "I don't see how it is fun. They do this all the time. Its a nuisance.." "Aww
come on I think it will be, why don't you come with me tonight. As a plus one?" He looks
towards her and she smiles at him, it was the first time someone ever ask him to the parties
but he couldn't help to crack a smile at her attempt of puppy eyes. "Pretty Please!!"
"Normally I don't but for the goddess I will. But you need some traditional clothing for it."
"Uhhh is what I'm wearing bad?" "No but i figure it be more welcoming to you." "Well that is
sweet of you." She rubs her head watching him go over to the bed bringing a wrapped gift
out. "I chose this specially for you. I'll head to my quarters to get ready and then come get
you, get ready in the meantime. I do hope the tribute will be to your liking?" Kaiti nods
walking to the bed looking to him, she picks the package up feeling the soft fabric under her
fingers. "Of course Tzekel-Kan wouldn't miss it." "Good I will be back later when the moon
rises for the party." He bows softly opening the curtains and he steps out as Kaiti looks to the
fabric feeling Armo sit on her head as she is wondering what he chose for her, Tzekel-Kan
smirks walking on down the stairs. "All according to plan. I hope this scarfice will be to their
liking." He chuckles heading past the already setting sun towards his temple to get ready for
the party.



A Party and A Tribute To Remember

Chapter Summary

So with a promise of a party Kaiti takes the chance to get to know Tzekel-Kan more and
invites him to go with her as a plus one, they have a good night of dancing and drinking
before the next day ends up with a tribute. Miguel and Tulio don't take it but Kaiti does
to appease Tzekel-Kan and gets into a small situation she dosen't want to explain to the
boys.

(Chapter has small sexual themes and blood)

Kaiti picks up the wrapped gift Tzekel-kan had left her and she slowly opens it blushing
softly at what she sees. She picks up the dress he had left her admiring it, It was a beautiful
dress putting your mind to with the colors of a Phoenix with some feathers on the sides and
back and some jewelry to go with it. Kaiti starts to strip of her old clothes and puts the dress
on loving the way it fits her form. She puts on a headband and heads to a mirror fixing herself
up before she heads to the door seeing Tzekel-kan enter, he smiles eyeing her loving the ways
she looks. "You look amazing Kaiti." "Thank you! I love the dress by the way. Are you ready
to go?" He nods and holds his arm out for her and she wraps hers around it. They both head
out and Kaiti looks at the Clear starry sky before they head down the stairs into the crowd,
the music is loud and booming as excited talk and people are all around. Kaiti looks around
for Tulio and Miguel noticing them feasting and dancing. She shakes her head with a smile
and Tzekel-kan comes back with some drinks for them both. "Want to dance?" "I don't know.
I dont think I can.." "Come on I'll show you." Kaiti takes a drink feeling the alcohol sting her
throat but she gets Tzekel-kans hand and she laughs holding him close to her. They both start
to dance and their movements are a bit awkward before they start getting into it, a mix of the
drinks and dancing after a while leaves them both warm and tired before they both rest. Kaiti
lays her head on his shoulder watching Miguel and Tulio dance with Chel. Blurry shapes was
what she could see but she could tell they was having fun. "Thank you for doing this for me."
Tzekel-kan looks to Kaiti softly petting her head. "Its no problem. I admit I'm having fun.
Though it seems you had to much to drink." "Nah I'm fine!" She wraps her arms around his
neck and he picks Kaiti up taking her back to her temple. Miguel looks over and he sighs
watching the two leave, Tulio looks and he holds his shoulder. "Talk to her tomorrow buddy."
"I will trust me."

 

"Come on let's get you in bed. We have a busy day tomorrow." "Come on can't we dance just
a bit more?" Kaiti looks to Tzekel-kan as he looks down to her softly seeing her pleading
eyes. "If I do one more will you sleep?" "I want a slow dance and yes I will." He sits her
down and holds her steady wrapping a arm around her waist and holding the other, Kaiti
softly leans her head into his chest as they quietly start to dance listening to the music down



below them. After a while Tzekel-kan feels soft breathing and sees Kaiti had fell asleep on
him. He smiles picking her up and he sits her on the bed tucking her in gently, he rubs her
head and walks out taking a deep breath feeling how warm his cheeks was. "How odd..a
relationship seems to be forming between us. I wonder for how long though." He heads back
to his own temple and the night goes on with the party and some of them rest. The next
morning Kaiti awakens to Tulio and Miguel shaking her. "Kaiti wake up! You have to see
this!!" She swats them tiredly grumbling and she holds Armo close to her snoozing again
until a loud booming voice wakes them both up from their slumber. "Behold citizens as we
pay tribute to the gods!!" "What the hell going on!?" "That tribute of Tzekel-kan's. Chel says
its bad..." Kaiti steps out holding the armadillo close and shields her eyes seeing cheering
crowds, she blinks in shock as Tzekel-kan turns to them smiling. "I see your awake goddess!
For centuries we have been paying tribute with blood for the gods." A few natives bring a bag
sitting it down before they walk off. Kaiti watches as Tzekel-kan unwraps the bag with magic
and he raises a sickly looking man up from it, she narrows her eyes confused until he raises a
weapon up. Both of the boys looked shocked as she does and they look to each other.
"Miguel we have to do something!" He is about to strike when Tulio stops him and Miguel
catches the man. "Stop! There will be no tribute!" "But..I thought it was what you wanted?"
Miguel picks the guy up looking nervous. "No this isn't what we wanted
because..uh..because. Tulio you tell him." "The stars aren't aligned!" Miguel drags the guy
back as Tzekel-Kan looks up to the sky in confusion. "Stars, Can't do it, not tonight." Kaiti
holds her face groaning Armo heading back into her bag as she softly watches Miguel trying
to get the guy away, Tzekel-kan looks off and and he holds his hand together upset.
"Prephaps I didn't read the heavens right.." Tulio puts his hand on his shoulder and he looks
off seeing Miguel get the guy away. "Its okay perhaps there's another way." Chief Tannabok
walks up to them with a smile. "Prehaps this works for you my lords?" A few native women
start to bring some plates of golden items out to them and Miguel and Tulio drool nodding,
Kaiti shakes her head not interested and she stands by the boys watching. "Yes.." "Should we
send it to Xibalba?" They look to each other ignoring Chels pleads and they raise their arms.
"To Xibalba!!" Chel hits her head and the women start to walk to them before they launch the
gold over their heads into the roaring waters below them, the boys look distraught as they
watch. "Chel..what are they doing." "What you said, Xibalba is sending it to the spirit world."
Kaiti smiles and snickers. "Your the ones who said it boys." They glare to Kaiti before Chel
walks over and whispers to the chief before He looks up and yells all around them.
"STOP!!!" The girls stop and Tulio stops a plate from going over the edge. "They wish to
bask in the tribute!! Take it to the temple!" Everyone starts to carry the gold off and the boys
walk with Chel happily. "Hey nice job Chel." Kaiti looks to Tzekel-kan seeing his look and
she follows after the boys, He looks down in anger clenching his fist. "Smile while you
can..but I will have my way."

 

Sometime later Kaiti is with Tzekel-kan for something he wanted to do with her, He looks to
her with excitement in his voice. "My goddess thank you for taking this tribute for me." "it's
no problem Tzekel-kan. You did say this was different right." "Yes I promise." They walk
inside of his temple as the sun starts to rise in the sky, Tzekel-Kan grabs the weapon looking
around for some stuff. "I know we couldn't use the one i had planned but I did get another
one." He brings out a tied up villager throwing the man to the ground as he squirms and cries
out in pain, Kaiti gulps nervously as Tzekel-Kan drags the man to a empty pool laying him



down on his stomach. "What..is this tribute?" He grabs her hand gently leading her over to
the man and he stands behind Kaiti getting the weapon ready. "As a god I know you need
blood. So i figured it would help." "You mean..were going to sacrifice him!" Kaiti looks in
disbelief as Tzekel-Kan puts the weapon in her hands and he makes her grip the handle with
his hands resting on hers, they raise their arms up raising the sharp bladed knife above their
heads. Kaiti sees the man look to her with tears and a pleading look in his eyes. "Tzekel-Kan
I-I can't.. you promised we wouldn't do this." "Lady Kaiti I promise I will help you through
this. Just a quick swing and it will be over soon, He even offered himself for this. Don't you
trust me?" She looks ahead thinking and she slowly nods her head. "Good..relax and take a
deep breath. It's our secret remember this." Kaiti closes her eyes listening to his voice shaking
a bit as Tzekel-Kan smirks happy with her decision. Bringing the knife down with Kaiti a
quick sharp movement in one go, a loud thud is heard as the knife hits the mans neck quickly
the gag hiding his screams of pain and severing his head from his body. The head rolls to the
side a quick gush of Blood sprays in all directions covering the floor and both Kaiti and
Tzekel-Kan's face and arms.

 

Kaiti gasps her body jerking at the warm sticky liquid covering her skin, Tzekel-kan freezes
feeling the friction of her hips jerking agasint his and he grips her hands tightly. A jolt of
electricity goes up his body sending a tingling pleasure throughout. His breathing gets deeper
his breaths coming out in puffs in the cool air, he opens his eyes slowly eyeing the blood
covering Kaiti's body. He feels ashamed but at the same time he can't ignore the growing
erection that's forming between his legs as the sight of the goddess being covered in the blood
of his tribute. Kaiti drops the bloody knife and she looks at her arms in shock and feels sick
to her stomach. "I..I killed him.." She tries to wipe the blood off her arms but ends up
smudging it in the vain attempt, Tzekel-Kan grabs her arm making Kaiti look to him stopping
in confusion before he pushes her agains't the wall roughly hearing her let a pained gasp out.
"T-Tzekel-Kan what are you doing!?" He ignores her digging his nails into her soft flesh as
she mewls in pain feeling them dig deep. He takes her bloody hand and brings it to his mouth
looking up to make sure she's watching him, Tzekel-Kan slowly sticks one of her fingers into
his mouth tasting the warm metalic substance. He closes his eyes letting out a deep growl as
his tonuge slowly wraps around her finger licking the blood off. His tonuge goes up and
down as saliva is running down her hand, Kaiti softly closes her eyes trying not to let out any
noise and she bites her lip hard. "A-Ah.." Her breathy response sends a shiver down his spine
and he lets go of her finger with a loud audible pop a saliva trail formed between her finger
and his mouth. He licks his lips and he moves to the other fingers going even more slow
taking his time to lick the blood clean. Kaiti starts to squirm as the new feeling is foreign to
her, Tzekel-Kan feels his cock twitch softly with pre cum leaking from the tip running down
the base of his shaft slowly dripping to his thighs coating them. The sin and the pain of the
pleasure getting to him Tzekel-kan tried to keep his composure but it was hard with the small
whimpers coming from Kaiti's mouth. He presses agasin't her and Kaiti turns red feeling his
obvious erection now knowing what his strange behavior was about, She struggles and she
gets her arm loose patting his head gently snapping him out of his trance. "M-Maybe I need
to get changed Tzekel-kan. You know get ready to talk to Tulio and Miguel and they dont
need to see the blood on me." He looks up to her and he let's her down backing up from her
feeling guilty and even more ashamed. "I'm so sorry my goddess..I lost control of myself." "I-



Its fine we all get urges! I'll see you later I promise!" Kaiti rushes off outside and Tzekel-kan
slides down the wall feeling his own sins creeping up on him. "I have to make it up to her.."



Dwindling Thoughts And A Guilty Priest

Chapter Summary

After the "tribute" Kaiti heads back to her temple to try and get cleaned up before the
boys could see her, She can wash the blood away but she can't wash away the images of
what she had done to the man. A calming talk with Miguel helps Kaiti feel relived and
she calms her nerves down. Though Tzekel-Kan is feeling guilty and angry with himself
for almost giving in to his desire of the Goddess, he comes up with a idea of a
punishment and he learns of Miguel's liking towards what is his. Simple talks don't do
much but in this case it has to be done with one idea Tzekel-Kan likes. A very rough and
bloody game of Ollamalitzli. He knows he can get the other team to be rough as he
wants and hurt Miguel and Tulio but it goes wrong when the anger gets taken out on
Kaiti and she snaps back hurting Tzekel-Kan with her own strenght that shocks him and
yet makes him want her more.

Kaiti rushes inside of her temple making sure no one was behind her, she closes the curtain
behind her and she looks at herself seeing the dried blood smeared across her arms and hand
saved for the one Tzekel-Kan cleaned. She shivers still remembering the feeling of his warm
tonuge running around her hand and she shakes her head softly. "Don't get distacted Kaiti..I
need a bath to get this blood off before Tulio and Miguel see it." She softly takes her clothes
off wrapping them in a bag and pushes it in the corner away from sight, Kaiti takes a step
towards the pool and she puts her foot in feeling the cool water. Getting into the water Kaiti
sits down feeling a bit at ease as she leans back agains't the rocky wall and she looks around
the room in silence. She begins to wash her arms watching the blood run off, the image of the
man pleading and crying sticks to her mind as she closes her eyes. She didn't want to do it but
with the way Tzekel-Kan convinced her she felt like she couldn't say no. She sinks deep in
the water not noticing someone come in the temple next to her. "Kaiti?" Kaiti jumps hearing
Miguel's voice and she covers herself turning around, Miguel shields his eyes trying to give
her some privacy as he studders with a blush. "I-I was wondering if you wern't busy that we
could talk?" "Oh? S-Sure! Uh..h-hang on a second." She gets up out of the water and steps
out heading towards her bag getting dressed. "So what do you need to talk about?" Miguel
uncovers his eyes seeing Kaiti had changed back into her old clothes that consisted of a short
but nice looking shirt, a nice skirt Chel had gave her, and a pair of sandles, he walks to her
and they both sit on the bed. "Well..what are we. I mean..are we good friends or more." Kaiti
looks to Miguel a short dust of red coating her cheeks the two not noticing a shadow
belonging to Tzekel-Kan appear behind the curtains. "Well..I know we're good friends. But I
didn't know if you wanted more." Her shy toned voice reaches Tzekel-kan's ears and he stops
listening to the other voice of Miguel's appear with hers, He grips the curtain tightly
wondering why Lord Miguel was alone with Kaiti. He opens the curtain watching the two
hug and talk happily with a angry glare.



 

"Oh no trust me I do like you Kaiti! I noticed though how close you and the high priest was
and thought you liked each other." "Well he is sweet but I don't think he likes me Miguel, we
are close though." "Then you don't mind if i do this?" Miguel holds her hand and he leans in
towards Kaiti softly, she leans in towards him and Tzekel-kan snaps as he rips the courtain
open walking in. "Lord Miguel Lady Kaiti what are you doing!?" Kaiti yelps falling back in
the bed as Miguel gets up startled from the sudden outburst from the man. "Tzekel-Kan what
the hell! You scared us!!" She holds her chest panting trying to relax, Miguel looks to Tzekel-
Kan who walks up to them standing in between the two. "Gods shouldn't be together like
this! It's sinful! Something that should not be done!" Kaiti raises up giving Tzekel-Kan a
confused look noting the anger and disgust in his tone. "But this morning you was about to-"
She was cut off quickly by him as he covers her mouth with both of his hands, Miguel walks
over wondering what Kaiti was about to spill that made the High Priest so nervous. "What is
going on Tzekel-Kan.."  He raises up and straightens himself up as he turns around to
Miguel. "Nothing my lord. But you shouldn't be alone with the goddess." Miguel crosses his
arms with a glare at the native man who picks Kaiti up gently but has a hard grip on her hand
behind his back. "Tell me what's your reason Tzekel-Kan?" He looks off from him and he
tries to think as Kaiti moves her hand away from his grip, Tzekel-Kan sees some flowers in
the corner of Kaiti's room and he gets a idea. "Well the goddess must be pure and not to be
with others until she is married to the chief or higher tribal member of choice." Kaiti and
Miguel both looked shocked at Tzekel-Kan and they look to each other. "Marriage!? You
mean she'll be married to someone of your choice!" He nods softly opening an eye seeing
Miguel hurt at his words, he smirks but he straightens up as he puts a hand on his shoulder.
"I'm sorry my lord but it is our traditions. Go talk to Chief Tannabok and he will explain it to
you while i explain some of it to Lady Kaiti." He looks to her and she gulps at the angry look
he is giving her. Miguel nods to them with a sigh and he walks to the curtains looking to
Kaiti, she watches him walk out as Tzekel-Kan gets in front of her. "My goddess you realize
I'm going to have to punish you for such acts." He holds his hands together as he slowly
circles around the young woman seeing her eyes follow his movements. "But seeing as how
your innocent and don't know any better I will leave it as it is this time. I will see you later."
Tzekel-Kan heads towards the curtains and he steps out leaving Kaiti to ponder on her
thoughts alone. What was with him here lately, it seems like the Priest had grown a obession
with Kaiti. She rubs her head and gets up softly rummaging through her bag. "Armo I think
something is going on..but I don't think it be a good idea to snoop just yet." The armadillo
looks up from eating a apple letting out a squeak as he chews the fruit in agreement. "Well
look at the library later but i may ask some villagers about our "Priest" and see what i can
find." She attaches the bag to her hip and Armo lays back full making her laugh. "Okay you
can stay little fella. I'll see you later." She heads out the curtains and walks down the stairs for
her adventure.

 

Though Later on Kaiti is walking around the village getting some fresh air, she watches
villagers having fun and doing their own things. She sighs to herself turning the corner seeing
a lone ball on the ground. She tilts her head as she gets it and begins to bounce the ball, she
smiles and she hits it with her hip seeing it bounce off the wall next to her. "Well this can pass
time!" She picks it up again bouncing the red object not hearing footsteps approach her.



Tzekel-Kan walks up seeing the goddess playing with a ball as she akwardly bounces it off
her hips hearing her curse and groan. "I thought i had it right the first time.." He walks up and
he catches the ball seeing her turn around suprised he's there, the priest walks to her and he
bounces the ball in his hand. "My goddess there is a trick to doing this." "Oh really? Well
then show me mr.Priest." She smiles crossing her arms and he coughs dropping the ball, he
walks to Kaiti putting his hands on her hips feeling the woman tense a bit. "You have to use
your hips.." His voice comes out in a whisper but you could hear the way he studders.
Tzekel-Kan lowers his hands feeling her skirt move to the side exposing her skin, his hands
softly rest on her bare hip and he feels how smooth and warm it is. "Use my hips for what.."
She looks to him seeing his redden cheeks and he looks to her brown orbs staring into her
green ones. "You..you have to use your hips..hit the ball hard with them." He slowly grabs
her and he moves her hips to the side showing the example he said, Kaiti shivers at his
motion but listens to him as he moves her back. He slowly inches his fingers a bit lower
wanting to explore her body but he stops and moves noting the people that would notice such
sinful acts. "I hope I helped you learn my goddess?" Kaiti feels the goosebumps slowly edge
away from the moment and she nods to him fixing her skirt. "Yes..thank you Tzekel-Kan.."
He softly waves at her and he rushes off making Kaiti wonder if there's something to her
theory after all.

 

A while later Kaiti is trying to focous on her task again, not much luck with natives hiding
from her she sighs as she walks around. She head around a corner for a break when she hears
laughter. She follows it seeing Miguel playing ball with kids and she smiles watching them,
She leans back agains't the wall writing some things down in her notebook Miguel looks up
noticing her. He walks up seeing her put the book in her bag and he grabs her hand taking the
woman to the crowd as Kids watch them in awe. "Miguel what are you doing?" "We're gonna
play some ball. What you afraid I'm going to beat you?" She scoffs as she watches him
shuffle the ball in his hands. "What!? No! Pass me that ball and well see who has the last
laugh." Miguel passes the ball to her as she laughs and plays with them. They was having fun
as Kaiti kicks the ball and Miguel goes to chase it, He bumps into Tulio seeing his and Chel's
angry look as they stare. "What are you doing!?" "Im having fun?" "Well change of plans we
need to get out of here now!" "Why?" Kaiti sees Tzekel-Kan walk up and she shrinks back
nervously. "Because that high priest is nuts!!" "This isn't how the gods should play ball!"
"Yeah it's a disgrace!" Tulio agrees making Kaiti and Miguel look to each other and they are
lead to a big field. "THIS IS HOW THE GODS PLAY BALL!" Tzekel-kan's voice booms
out and the crowd cheers loudly around them, Kaiti looks around as Tulio glares to Miguel in
anger. "I blame you!" He hisses to him making Miguel shrink down, Kaiti sighs as Tzekel-
Kan walks up to them holding the ball as the ground shakes beneath them and a whole bunch
of men runs up to them. "My lords I have the strongest team of men Chief Tannabok has.
Eight strong humans verses you. I know the odds are a bit unfair but i have faith you two will
beat them." He drops the ball with a smirk. "PLAY BALL!" Tzekel-Kan walks past them and
he clenches his fist. "Destroy them." Walking over Tzekal-Kan Grabs Kaiti's arm softly and
she looks to him, the other team runs back leaving Miguel and Tulio in the dust.  "Come with
me Lady Kaiti, your watching the game with us." "Wait watching? B-But i wanna play!" He
gives her a stern look as he grips her arm with a chuckle. "A goddess such as yourself has no
need to play such brute games. Your better off watching Lords Miguel and Tulio play." "But I
can play!" "Come on the game is about to start." He holds her hand softly leading her towards



the stands, she looks back sadly and groans as she follows him as the two sit in the stand next
to Chief Tannabok and Kaiti watches the boys with a nervous look on how this will go. The
men charges towards the boys and they kick the ball towards them, they dodge and Kaiti does
the same peeking from Tzekel-Kan's back. He looks in disbelief and he gets up. "Uh my
lords, wern't you supposed to put the ball into play?"  Tulio and Miguel look to each other
softly looking back. "Ohhh!! Well..you see..that was..the first dodge manuver!" Tzekel-Kan
rubs his chin nodding to himself looking back, Miguel pushes past Tulio with the ball.
"Excuse me but who invented this game?" "Why the gods of course!" He stops realizing they
sassed him and Kaiti lets out a loud snicker with Chief Tannabok trying to hold back her
laughter at the remark, Tzekel-Kan looks to her raising a eyebrow and she straightens up still
smiling.  "Miguel don't push your luck with this guy!" "But Tulio, we're the gods!" They play
the ball in and start to play the game,  Kaiti fans herself watching the poor attempt of playing
and she sighs softly. Not even one score for the dunder heads she calls her friends. A native
brings some drinks for them and she takes one softly smiling. "Thank you!" She takes a sip of
the drink feeling it cool her off and she taps her fingers noticing Chel talking to them, she tilts
her head in confusion and Tzekel-Kan lays his hand on Kaiti's.  "My goddess are you
enjoying the view?" "I mean it's nice.." She shifts in her seat and they notice the ball go
through the hoop, Kaiti gets up and she cheers loudly starling the men. "YEAH!! GO
MIGUEL!!" "HEY!" Tulio calls out as Kaiti smiles. "YOU TO TULIO!" 

 

Tzekel-Kan scowls at her excitement and he looks one of the bigger natives nodding slowly,
he nods back to him and gets in a position closer to Miguel. They set off again and kick the
ball seperating on the field. Kaiti watches with anticipation as they make a few more goals,
she cheers again and Miguel grabs the ball running off. He looks to her and smiles waving
not paying attention to the closing in native who was charging him. He slams into Miguel
with a nod from Tzekel-kan and slams the man into the stone wall with a heavy thud, a loud
crack emits in the air and Miguel yells loudly in pain as he hits the ground tumbling to the
side. Kaiti raises up from her seat in shock with Tzekel-Kan smirking at the carnage in front
of him.  She runs down the side of the stands and rushes down to the field pushing the others
away as she goes to Miguel, She raises him up hearing him hiss as Tzekel-Kan follows in
anger and disbelief on her sudden departure. "Miguel what's wrong!?" "I think I broke my leg
on the impact.." Kaiti feels around his leg hearing a few cracks as she winces. "Yeah its fully
broke.." Tzekel-Kan gets down from the stands as he in angry at what he is witnessing. "Lady
Kaiti what do you think you are doing!? This game isn't for you! It's to dangerous for a
goddess such as yourself." "I'm going to pretend I didn't hear that.." She growls out as she
makes sure Miguel isn't in to much pain, Tulio and Chel rush up to their side trying to help
the best they can. "Miguel are you okay!?" "I think so, this won't keep me down." He tries to
lightly joke and looks off in pain as Kaiti lifts his leg up to elevate it, Tzekel-Kan grabs her
arm trying to pull her up and she smacks his hand away roughly glaring to him. "He is fine he
can help himself!" "Are you fucking kidding me right now! Miguel is hurt! We have to help
him." Tzekel-Kan crosses his arms with a scowl seeing her wrap the mans leg up with Tulio's
help. "With all due respect my goddess he can just heal himself if he wants.." His snarky tone
reaches Kaiti's ears and she stops feeling something in her snap, she gets up feeling the anger
finally spilling over at the priest. "What!? You know that is why I sometimes get angry with
you! The snarky ass tone and your bad attitude." She grabs the ball gripping it tightly shaking
in anger. "This game was your entire idea in the first place! You knew what could happen and



yet you let it happen!" Tzekel-Kan scoffs looking to the side. "As I said this is a brute game,
the gods made it this way." "Oh gods this gods that! Can you shut up for five damn minutes
about the gods! Or is that to much for that big mouth!" He leans in to Kaiti putting his hand
on her trying to push the ball down . "Now Lady Kaiti calm down. This isn't how you should
act." "You know What Tzekel-Kan. Fuck you and fuck what others think how a woman
should act!!" She narrows her eyes smacking his hands away roughly again, she feels tears
sting her eyes and she clenches the ball as she throws it as hard as she can towards Tzekel-
kan; his eyes widen at the goddess who's movement was fast and the ball hits his face with a
hard thud sending him to the ground making dirt rise up around them. Everyone gasps and he
raises up slowly his nose gushing blood everywhere. "L-Lady Kaiti..you..hit me." He holds
his nose and looks to Kaiti with a pained look in his eyes, she picks Miguel up and she looks
away hiding the tears that stained her cheeks. Tzekel-Kan while holding his nose looks up
and his eyes widen as he sees a cut on Miguel start to bleed, He shakes his head and he
realizes the situation. "Don't even speak to me for a while Tzekel-Kan, I don't want to see
you." "As the gods wish.." Tzekel-Kan murmors with a slight smirk as she turns around
walking off with them leaving him there as everyone else leaves murmuring. He gets up
leaning over watching the blood drip into the dirt below him as he pants. "Well well..looks
like I was right about them. I'm sure the plans I have will lighten this situation up." He raises
up and he heads off towards his temple feeling his head hurt from the blow but with deep
sastifcation as what he has planned ahead.



Trust Me, I'm Your Priest (1-1)

Chapter Summary

With The game done and over with Kaiti had Tulio get Miguel to bed with some rest
hopefully figuring a way out to fix his leg quickly, however she notices Tzekel-Kan
hasn't came out in hours from his temple. She knew she let her temper get to the best of
her but feels bad for hurting the high priest. Kaiti gathers some things to give him and
goes to see if he's there. Tzekel-Kan didn't know Kaiti was gonna lose her temper, she'd
shown she was passive but he never knew she had it in her to harm him. He liked the
fire and anger she had in her, he could make use of it. He was busy with his bruised nose
and notices his curtain open seeing a guilty Kaiti walk in not making eye contact. So she
tries to shower and pamper him which brings a slow smile to his face but he shows her
his true feelings when he admits he knows their secret of being fake gods and he wants
more of her with a plan of his.

(So warning, this chapter has forced sexual situations in it. Mentions of fingering,
blowjobs, light sexual hypnotizing, Blindfolds, wax play, edging, Orgasm Denial,
Worshiping and praise kink, and other things. I'm using a the song Trust Me from the
soundtrack in this part) (Chapter will split into two parts.)

"Ow easy! That does hurt you know." 'Well excuse me but your the one who was showing
off! We almost had it until you did that, why the hell was you doing that anyway!?" Miguel
shrugs as he looks off, he didn't want to say it was for Kaiti. "I just wanted to okay... A-
Anyways Kaiti you been awfully quiet what's up?" The woman looks up towards them and
she shifts in her seat. "Just thinking about what happened at the game is all." Tulio starts to
laugh laying back on the bed with Chel. "That was amazing what you did! He didn't know
you was gonna sock it to him with the ball!" Kaiti looks off a bit feeling guilt well up inside
of her, she likes the priest she'll admit it but he did get to her. She is worried though, they
been lucky so far with no one seeing through their ruse of being fake gods. "You notice
Tzekel-Kan hasn't came out in hours anyway?"  "Yeah that is weird..." Miguel says as he
raises up, Kaiti looks out the curtains seeing a green glow coming from the priest's temple.
Maybe she should get a few things a apologize to him. It be the right thing to do after all,
Kaiti gets with a sigh and she looks to the boys. "I'll see you boys later. I need to do a few
things." "Don't be out to late Kaiti!" "Oh I won't trust me." She waves to them and the boys
wave back to her as she heads down the stairs. Miguel looks to Tulio and he groans. "She's
gonna go see the priest.."  "Mhmm there's that jealousy again. I figured you'd be sastified
with all the pampering you got from her." "I am not jealous! I just think he's a weirdo is all.
He's up to something anyway." "Yeah I do agree with that." They look towards the temple
seeing the glow get brighter, Kaiti grabs a basket as she gets a few things to put in it, she
figured maybe a bit of pampering and praising him would make the priest warm back up to
her again. She raises up and sees Armo sleeping soundly beside a empty bowl of fruit making



her hold her hip. "Oh Armo..you had to gourge yourself on fruit. Oh well sleep tight little
buddy."  She heads out of her temple and she starts her walk towards the ominous looking
Temple ahead of her.

 

Tzekel-Kan was softly looking at his bruised and red nose noting how it was broke, he grunts
a growl of pain as he pops it back into place feeling the pain dull and he breathes a bit.  The
pain was still there but better than what it was although nothing a healing spell couldn't fix.
He didn't think his goddess would end up hurting him but she surprised him with the strength
he didn't know she had, he lets out a chuckle as he eyes the blood drops that covered his stone
floor. Kaiti has a fire that burns deep inside of her. Tzekel-Kan could put that to good use if
he wanted, although he knows she's angry with him now she'll come around with the new
plan he is forming. Kaiti makes it to the top of the stairs and she peeks through the curtains
watching Tzekel-Kan mumble to himself about something. She raises up straightening her
clothes up and she opens the curtains walking in, the soft padding of her feet catches his
attention and he turns around seeing Kaiti not making eye contact with him as she is holding
a basket of things things. He raises up crossing his arms as he tries to hide the smirk that is
rising to his lips. "I thought you didn't want to see me my goddess.." She flinches at his tone
and she looks off softly, she knew this was a bad idea but she's gonna try it anyway. "My
priest..I am so sorry for what i did." She softly walks to Tzekel-Kan and he looks surprised as
she gets on her knees looking to him. "I came to apologize and to give you the attention you
deserve. After all you have been very helpful to us these past few days." She looks into his
eyes and tries to read the emotion in them as he lowers himself looking to her, Kaiti feels him
hold her cheek rubbing it with one thumb making her want to shiver. "...I'll allow it."  Kaiti
watches him raise up as he makes his way to the bed sitting down on it. She watches his
posture as he crosses his legs staring at her, he softly motions to her with a flick of his hand
and she gets up walking to him. Kaiti softly sits beside the man and he looks to her as softly
rumages through the basket. "Would you mind taking your poncho off please?" Tzekel-Kan
looks to her but he obeys as he slowly takes the article of clothing off revealing his body as
he appears to have a strong yet medium sized muscular build, Kaiti hides the blush creeping
up on her cheeks as she grabs a bottle from the wooden basket. She squirts some lotion in her
hands and she rubs them together warming the liquid up. "This may feel a bit cold at first."
He nods to her feeling her hands begin to rub and massage his shoulders, Tzekel-Kan shivers
at the odd feeling of her soft hands rubbing at him. Kaiti feels the way his shoulders are built
with every rub she does. The feeling of old scars litter around makes her wonder what he did
to get them, after a few minutes Tzekel-Kan finally relaxes slumping down his shoulders and
he lets out a soft sigh of pleasure as she gets the knots out of his back. She goes lower putting
pressure into his lower back and he leans forward on the bed as she gets on his hips. "Don't
be afraid to get a bit rougher my goddess.." He turns to her with a slight smirk as his bangs
fall in front of his eyes, Kaiti's eyes widen as the blush comes back and he lays down again
on his arms waiting on her to continue. She starts to massage again pressing a bit harder
hearing a few pops feeling him shudder underneath her shifting a bit as he grips the covers
softly. Kaiti swallows the lump in her throat as she presses harder pressing up and Tzekel-
Kan lets out a soft strangled moan as he bites the cover in pleasure.

 



Kaiti stops massaging him and she shivers hard at the moan she heard from him, Tzekel-Kan
feels she had stopped and he looks to her wiping the bit of drool on his chin. "Why..did you
stop my goddess.." "I um..think that's enough for now and.." She trails off seeing him face
her with a heavy blush on his face, his bangs fully hide his eyes masking the look he was
giving her. "You said you was wanting to do anything i wanted..correct.." She gulps but nods
slowly as he wraps his legs around her bringing Kaiti into his chest. "Then do as I say my
Goddess." Kaiti puts her hands on his chest as she looks down at the short curt answer he
gave her, she got herself into this might as well try to go along with him. "Okay my priest
you win, your goddess is here to serve you." A slow smirk forms on his lips and he holds her
chin seeing her look. "I wouldn't try anything Kaiti..I know your secret." She moves his hand
and she looks to him. "What do you mean..what secret." "I saw lord Miguel. He was
bleeding." "And?" He gets up walking towards his bookshelf. "Gods.don't.bleed." He hisses
out as a green glow appears around them, Kaiti shrinks down realizing Tzekel-Kan knew
their cover was blown. "I-I can explain!!" She studders out as he turns to her fully seeing the
fear in her eyes. "I ain't mad at you my dear. But you know i can expose you at any time.."
She gets up walking over towards him. "You can't do that! We wern't trying to hurt anyone!"
He chuckles softly petting her head as his hands glow, Tzekel-Kan pushes Kaiti back onto the
bed as he smirks. "Well it will go like this Kaiti..I have a deal for you. As long as you do as I
say and be mine I won't say a word about Miguel and Tulio." Kaiti gives a short glare as she
shifts in the bed seeing him watch her. "And If I don't.."  Tzekel-kan chuckles as he starts to
walk to the pool. "Well my dear.." He smiles as his voice comes out in a deep tone.

 

"Looking back it makes me shiver
Don't be scared to kick the past
Selling lovers down the river
Nothing built for speed will last overnight."

Kaiti's eyes widen as he looks to her his voice reaching to her ears filling them with the song,
she tries to back up but the priest grabs her bringing her in his arms. She struggles a bit
squirming and his grip tightens on her making her quit from the pain of his nails diging in.
Kaiti didn't know what to do but she knew to play it cool if she didn't want the boys hurt. She
knew he could be serious about his promises

"All those years of desolation 
Pretty boys and damage done 
Not the way to find salvation 
Looking after number one."

Kaiti looks at Tzekel-Kan in disgustion as he starts to dance with her. "Uh hello this is
serious!!" She tries to cut in but he shushes her with a finger making her glare at him again,
he loves his dear "goddess" but she needs to learn to keep quiet when he is speaking. "Hush
now my dear and listen to my song, you will soon learn it means more than it sounds." He
puts his hands on her hips and Kaiti looks off to the side as she groans. Tzekel-Kan eyes her
clothes in distain at them hiding her body from him, He grabs her shirt and he rips it it off
revealing her breasts. She covers herself with a glare and a heavy blush. "Hey what the hell
was that for!?" He chuckles and he grabs her arms moving them to the side. "I like to see



what is mine Kaiti.." He softly licks his lips with a purr eyeing her as she looks off avoiding
his hungry gaze.  

"Trust me 
Try rolling with the flow 
Trust me 
I've been there don't you know 
I'm giving you a chance, so take it 
I got all you want, you'll make it 
Standing there in front of me, you're naked 
You can't hide a thing, you've got no choice 
Trust me."

He gets close in her face and she softly looks in his eyes as she brings her closer to him, he
slowly pulls her skirt down letting the cloth fall to the floor as she shivers feeling the cool
wind. "Let me show you how much I feel for you my goddess.." He purrs out as Kaiti gives
him a blushing glare. She didn't like were this was going, she knows her feelings for the
priest but she knew this was wrong at the same time. Tzekel-Kan runs his hand down her
thigh ever so slowly feeling the goosebumps rush upon on her skin as she gulps softly.  

"Too many years your heart has wandered 
Scared to make a final move 
Too many nights those boys have squandered 
You got nothing left to prove."

His deep voice rung in her ears softly as she softly feels him edge up more slowly to the heat
of her core, his long slender fingers slowly tracing the line of her underwear. Kaiti was more
of a free type of woman and didn't really wore a corset. She went with more modern clothes
that suited her tastes. Feeling the soft fabric under his fingers Tzekel-Kan gets aggravated at
how it's blocking his treasure and he grabs her underwear ripping the fabric off hearing her
gasp as she shivers from the sudden action. "H-Hey now that's something not to be messed
with!!" She gets out as he pulls her into a rough kiss, Kaiti freezes at the action and she closes
her eyes slowly kissing him back feeling the smirk come back onto his lips. He pulls back
from her and she softly takes a deep breathing tasting him on her lips. "My my seems you
wanted that kiss, after all you been fighting me very hard these last few days. And let's just
say I get what I want Kaiti.." He leans into her the green glow coming back to his eyes again
making her look to him. 

"I'm giving you a chance, so take it 
I got all you want, you'll make it 
Standing there in front of me, butt naked 
You can't hide a thing, you've got no choice 
Trust Me 
Trust Me 
Trust Me 
Trust Me 
Trust Me.."



His voice softly trails off as he sings to her seeing her almost buckle underneath him, she's
slowly loosing the fight in her but she's being the stubborn girl he likes. "Relax my
goddess..let me take care off you." He grabs her chin roughly forcing her to look at him.
"Look into my eyes Kaiti.." His voice comes out softly, Kaiti fights him but his iron grip was
to much for the poor girl. The soft glow of the green makes her stop and she starts to stare
into them. "That's right..keep looking. I know you want me my goddess, i can see it with the
way you look at me. The way you eye my body, the touches that linger. I'm giving you
everything tonight so take this chance.." His voice echoes in the back of her mind as her eyes
glow more of green color. "You can't fight me Kaiti.." "I..I.." She tries to break the
hypnotizing of the spell but she can't help to feel the warmth and lust build within her, she
knew she couldn't fight it no more. She wanted Tzekel-Kan, the feeling of him wanting her
was to much for the woman. "What do you say now Kaiti." "I want you my Priest." The
words he's been wanting to hear for a long while. He shivers at her tone and he holds her
shoulder with a tight grip. "Good my goddess, I'm going to treat you well tonight.."  He picks
her up in his arms feeling her bare skin agasin't his, he finally gets to have the goddess he
wants even if she isn't the real deal. He sits her on the bed and Kaiti waits like the obedient
dog she is as he goes to his shelves to grab a few things. He reaches for some things and he
gazes at a cloth grabbing it, he carries the items in his arms and he walks to her. "Are you
ready my goddess? Because this will be a rough night." Kaiti starts to nod and she looks to
Tzekel-kan, she wanted to do anything her priest wants. Anything his heart desires. 

 



Author's Note And Discussion

Chapter Summary

Just some things I need to discuss about the story and maybe a future part 2 when this
one is done!

Hey guys! I know your waiting for the small smutt chapter (Don't worry it's almost done!)
but i needed some opinions and talk about a few things I have planned, So with this story I'm
not going with cannon. I wanted to actually save Tezekel-Kan! So i was planning that and
mayyybe a kid. Would you guys like to have them have a kid and stuff, i wanted this to be a
sortah redemption like story and let the poor man be happy for once. That and plans for the
two and for Kaiti to stay in the city and some her and Miguel stuff. I was wanting a multi ship
with her Miguel and Tzekel-Kan and thinking on how to include it, maybe some ideas on
how he could keep her from telling the boys what's going on and how she and Miguel can
explore their relationship. Im open for discussion!!



Trust Me, I'm Your Priest (1-2)

Chapter Summary

Kaiti is in deep trouble as she had gave in to her temptations of the Priest Tzekel-Kan,
she didn't think she would get in to deep but she was suprised as he had her in his trap.
With a light hypnotize spell Kaiti was all his now. To do anything he wants and to be
his, he could do his darkest fantasy and take what was his. But he only wants to give her
a taste of what he wants and it will leave Kaiti wanting more of him until she can't take
it no more.

(Warning:Again this chapter has forced sexual situations in it. It has blowjobs, light
sexual hypnotizing, Blindfolds, wax play, Orgasm Denial, Worshiping and praise kink.)

Kaiti lays down back on the bed as she feels Tzekel-kan get in beside her, She wonders what
he had brought over before he hands her the cloth. "What's this for my priest?" "I want you to
put it around your eyes Kaiti and lay down on your back for me." She gives him a soft nod
and she ties the cloth around her eyes before laying back for him, she shifts on the soft covers
feeling the bed move again as Tzekel-Kan raises up laying back on the pillows getting
comfortable. "Come here my dear." Kaiti softly crawls to him feeling Tzekel-Kan put her
between his thighs a light blush dusting her cheeks. "What do you want me to do my Priest.."
He smirks running his fingers through her hair forcing the girl to his growing erection. 
"Worship my dear. I want you to worship my cock, i feel it would do you some good to show
me how much you want this." She looks to him but she obeys without question as she slowly
takes his loin cloth down and off discarding the clothing to the corner feeling precum already
leaking from the top of his cock. Kaiti slowly wraps her hands around his hardening length
hearing him let out a slight hiss at the new feeling of her hands begining to massage slowly
and sensually, the woman couldn't help to blush at the size of his cock noting he could be a
good 7 or 8 inches to her yet he was well groomed as her hand reaches down towards the
bottom of his length. "That's it my goddess. Y-Your doing so good." Tzekel-Kan says softly
keeping him shaking legs steady biting his lip noting as she stops feeling the peircings on the
tip of his cock and she blushes again feeling the cool metal between her fingers. "My priest
you have peircings."  "Is that a problem.." He frowns thinking the spell was wearing off until
she shakes her head quickly. "N-No! I like them, I just didn't think you do that kind of stuff."
"My dear you will see a new side of me in no time. Now continue otherwise I'll make sure
you'll be punished." He lays back on the pillows pushing her head to him again and she
blushes more feeling the tip touching her lips, she feels him twitch in her hands and she
opens her mouth taking the tip of his cock in first feeling the peircings hit her tounge as she
looks up to him softly. "Good girl..keep going until I say to stop."  She takes him in deeper
into her mouth his length resting on her tounge until she feels him hit the back of her throat
and she gags breathing through her nose blinking away tears hearing his soft groan of
pleasure. "Good my goddess..very good." He rests his hand on her head running his fingers



through her hair and she grips part of his cock she couldn't fit in her mouth and begins to
stroke him as she licks and sucks the tip running her tonuge over the cool metal of the
peircings.  Tzekel-Kan keeps himself steady from bucking his hips and he breathes deeply
groaning in pleasure again at her soft licks. "Focus more on being slow Kaiti..you don't want
me to cum early do you princess."  She shakes her head softly letting him go with a pop
panting a bit. "N-No my priest. I'll go slower." 

She grabs ahold of his cock again this time pumping slowly as she runs her tounge along the
length of his shaft purring at his soft moans. Feeling him twitch in her hands she starts to
suck the tip again and Tzekel-Kan growls growing impatient. "F-Forgive me for this my
dear.." He holds her head suddenly and Kaiti feels him thrust into her mouth with a deep
groan starting to face fuck her, she slowly gags at the feeling breathing slow again as not to
mess him up as he picks his pace up. "G-God I'm going to cum soon. Y-You'd like that
wouldn't you. Me cumming on that pretty face of yours. Or maybe you'd like to swallow my
seed my goddess. That sounds a lot better.." He purrs in delight as he brings her fully down to
his cock her nose touching his stomach as he growls loudly picking up a brutal pace before
he shakes his balls clenching as he finally shoots his warm sticky seed down her throat.
"Swallow it all." He hisses to her yanking her by her hair hearing her groan softly before she
gulps swallowing the best she can as some cum leaks from her lips dripping to the floor. Her
throat stings and burns and she is blinking away tears not seeing Tzekel-Kan smirking at the
mess she's in. "Good girl Kaiti, that deserves a reward for pleasing your priest."  He picks her
up gently seeing her red knees knowing she'll be sore in the morning for leaning on the floor
like that although he likes its knowing what the marks are from. He sets on the bed softly
leaning into the pillows as he places Kaiti on his lap spreading her thighs a bit rubbing her ass
in circles. "I want you to count for me, you can manage that can't you dear." His
condescending tone makes Kaiti gulp feeling the heat pool at her cunt knowing how wet she
is right now. "I-I can manage a few numbers Tzkel-Ka-" Before her words were finished a
loud smack is heard from the contact of Tzekel-Kan's hand and she lets out a loud yelp
feeling her ass sting from the red mark. "Starting counting My goddess." "F-Fuck wait I'm
not.."  Another smack makes her yell again but this time in pleasure as she hears his low
chuckle. "Seems you like this don't you."  She whimpers softly feeling him rub the spot
making her rub her thighs together for some friction to help with the pleasure, he stops her
spreading them apart again watching her wetness pool onto his legs. "Come on. Just count for
me sweetheart." Kaiti takes a deep breath as another smack comes. "O-One.." She groans out
meekly to herself. "Louder." Smack. "A-Ah!! One!" She yells again gripping the bedsheets in
pain and pleasure. Smack! "Two! O-Oh God Tzekel-Kan please!!"   He tsks slowly rubbing
the marks he left. "Just a few more to go Kaiti. I promise the reward will be worth it." Worth
it for himself honestly, he couldn't wait to taste his goddess and it's apparent how much she
wants it as now his legs are compeltely soaked from the spankings she was getting. He
smacks her ass again watching it jiggle and he smirks hearing her cry out in pleasure her
knuckles now a ghost white thanks to how tight shes gripping the covers. "Three!!"  "Almost
there.." He gently tells her trying to soothe the woman as he rubs her now stinging ass softly,
he gives one last good smack for measure and Kaiti lets out a loud and strangled moan out as
she buries her face in his bicep softly. "F-FOUR!!" She cries now falling a bit in his arm
panting like a wild dog feeling him kiss the marks. "Goodjob sweetheart.." He murmurs to
her in between kisses seeing how much she grabs his arm in pain.  "I promise to get some
medicine to rub on that. Now lets get you that reward I promised." 



Kaiti nods weakly to him and he sets her back on the pillows in his spot as he gets up, the
priest walks to his table grabbing a candle and some matches before he walks back to her
softly. "Have you ever had wax dripped on you my goddess." "Well..yeah a few times. I-I
write letters a lot and accidents happen." She trails off a bit confused before she realizes
softly.  "You don't mind it then." "N-No my priest. Go ahead."  He lights the candle up with a
flick of the match and Kaiti smells the smoke relaxing a bit hearing him set the candle beside
her on the table. Tzekel-Kan softly removes the blindfold from her head seeing her blink her
eyes a few times trying to adjust back to the candle lit room seeing her squint towards him.
Kaiti blinks away the blur seeing Tzekel-Kan above her with a deep love showing in his eyes
although his cheeks was flushed complimenting his sun kissed tanned skin, it was comforting
seeing the man hold love for her after only being there for a few days. "I wanted to see your
emotions as I do this. I want to see everything your eyes hold. The love and tears you have
for me Kaiti." He comments softly grabbing her hips gently in his rather large hands, Kaiti
runs her fingers along his messy albet now down black hair that shines in the moonlight. He
leans into her touch letting a soft deep sigh closing his eyes before he gets ahold of her hands
gently kissing them before he heads down to her entrance blowing soft cool air into her. She
gaps softly biting her lip at the new feeling and she lays back giving him some more room
between her legs, Tzekel-Kan dips in between her folds licking up into her hearing Kaiti let
out a soft moan her legs wrapping around him although she winces forgetting about how sore
she was.  He watches her flicking his tounge being gentle as he could slowly eating her out.
The man enjoys the taste noting she had been eating a lot of fruit since she had been there, it's
like heaven to him and he presses into her more feeling her tangle her fingers into his hair
closing her eyes in pure pleasure "T-Tzekel-Kan!!" She breathesly moans feeling the knott
inside of her start to tighten up in her belly. The woman starts to ride his tounge along his
movements and he growls deeply feeling her tug his hair a bit to roughly. He lets go of her
cunt with a pop and Kaiti whines wondering why he had stopped. "M-My priest please I-I
was about to cum!!" "You won't until I tell you so. Understand." He pulls her into his lap
again grabbing the now melting candle from his table, Kaiti takes notice how it was a green
color as he brings it close to them. He starts to rub her clit in small circles earning a moan
from the girl again holding the candle over her body. Small green drops drip onto her skin
making a light hissing noise before they dry quickly and Kaiti whimpers in light pain again.
"Beg me for your release Kaiti..who is your priest." "Y-You are!" "Who owns you!" "Tzekel-
Kan!"  "Who gets to fuck you!" "Y-You do Tzekel-Kan!!" She cries out feeling the knott
come back as his fingers get faster while more wax is spilled upon her breasts and stomach. 
Kaiti brings him into a rough kiss and she whimpers into his lips. "I-I love you Tzekel-Kan!
Your the only man I want and only want you to pleasure me!! F-Fuck please finish your
goddess make her cum!" She has fresh tears running down her cheeks and he blows the
candle out roughly slamming it onto the table before he flips her onto her back diving right
back into her cunt. "Only I am allowed to taste and have you! Do you understand me!" "G-
God yes!" Kaiti cries out again and he roughly eats her out as he rubs her clit. Kaiti is
squirming by now and she closes her eyes tightly before she stiffens up feeling a hard orgasm
rock her body. She cums roughly all over Tzekel-Kan's tounge and into his mouth as he
greedily licks it all up finally feeling her stop and fall back into the bed breathing deeply. 

He raises up wiping his mouth off before he climbs in the bed beside her exhausted before he
pulls her into his arms softly, Kaiti looks up to the man happy as she nuzzles under his chin
interlocking her fingers into his before she feels him cover them both up. The warm air now
turned cool Kaiti feels her heart slow down all was quiet around them. "Tzekel-Kan."



"Hmm.." He says tiredly looking down at her with soft tired eyes. "I love you.." "I love you
to Kaiti."  "Promise you won't hurt anyone." He kisses her forehead bringing her to his chest
and he rubs her back softly. "I promise sweet one.."  "Good..can we stay in bed in the
morning I don't think I'm gonna be able to do anything tomorrow."  She chuckles with him
rubbing his chest. "Im sure Chief Tannabok won't mind it..well talk more in the morning." 
"Okay g'night love."  "Goodnight Kaiti." She lets out a yawn closing her eyes and Tzekel-
Kan Follows suit feeling sleep overtake him shortly after. 

 



I Stand Alone..

Chapter Summary

After Kaiti's rough night with Tzekel-kan he has a nice promise of a relaxing day that
keeps the two in bed and pampering comes their way. Though later Miguel is distraight
when he finds out about their night from Tzekel-kan showing that he is in control of
what they do and he isn't afraid to mess anything up if it calls for it. Although he don't
tell Kaiti he knows the woman will listen to him and obey him if it comes to it, though
her and Miguel start drift apart and fight more after it and it makes Kaiti realize she does
need the priest and she makes her mind up to stay with him which hurts Miguel more.
They go their seperate ways much to Tzekel-Kans delight and it won't much for his next
plan. (Im sorry I didn't want to spoil it but yes he's going to marry her! It's part of his big
plan to take over.)

The sun rises high in the sky above El Dorado, the warmth sneaks into a temple and a body
shifts under the covers softly. Kaiti raises her head with a tired yawn as she tries to hide in
Tzekel-Kans chest earning a soft groan from him as he wraps a arm around her softly.
"Morning my goddess.." His tired voice comes out raspy but deep nevertheless to her and she
opens her eyes softly looking to him with tired green orbs. "Morning Tzekel-Kan."  Kaiti
nuzzles into the mans chest as she yawns and stretches softly, it been a nice morning with
nothing to bother them. Kaiti rubs her eyes before she focuses back on Tzekel-Kan seeing
him trying not to drift back off to sleep which makes her smile softly. She softly rubs his
cheek hearing him sigh softly before he opens one eye. "Let's do something before we drift
off again, I think you promised me some pampering hmm." She teases lightly before she runs
her finger down his chest, Tzekel-kan shivers at the action before he grabs her hand kissing
it. "Of course my Goddess. Im a man of my word." He raises up moving the covers as Kaiti
stares at his body, who knew he had feelings for her like this. Then again his behavior told it
all even if it was hard for him. She smiles reaching up giving his ass a pinch before he freezes
in place. "My goodness Kaiti it's like your trying to tempt me back into bed." "Who me! You
know me better than that." She smiles as he heads over to a shelf to grab a few things. "So
how do you feel this morning." "Well a bit sore from being on my knees last night and my ass
could be better." Tzekel-kan gives her a apolgetic look as he walks over with some lotions
and fruits. "Im sorry dear, i didn't mean to be so rough with you last night." Kaiti softly backs
up as Tzekel-kan dips back into bed with her setting the woman between his legs as he grabs
the lotion, he squirts it into his hands before he lifts one of her legs up seeing how red her
knee was. He gives it a kiss before he starts to rub the lotion on it hearing her sigh gently.
"How does that feel." "Much better thank you." She lays back agasin't his chest feeling him
switch to the other knee before he lays his head on hers. "Want to switch now my dear."
"Yeah I don't mind." Kaiti gets up before she lays on her stomach hearing the bed shift as she
moves, Tzekel-kan gets above her before he looks seeing how red and sore her ass looked
with the handprints he left on her. In a twisted way hes proud he did that to her. He squirts the



lotion on her before she hisses from the coldness of it and he starts to gently rub it in feeling
her groan softly before she relaxes. The man reaches a grape over to her before she takes it
and eats it softly. "Thank you~" She purrs as she snacks on the fruit with him.

 

Footsteps echo up the stone stairs as Miguel was walking up them, Kaiti didn't come back
last night and he was worried. Though he gets a feeling Tzekel-kan had something to do with
it. He stops at the curtains hearing soft moans as he leans in listening. "Sorry was that to
rough my goddess." "N-No its just still sore is all." "Well I figured next time I can take it
more slow for you." "That be nice thank you." Miguel scoffs at what their talking about
before he pulls the curtains back his eyes widen at the sight, still naked Tzekel Kaiti had Kaiti
bent over softly still massaging her ass though his fingers was lightly brushing agasint her
cunt to distract her from the pain, Kaiti is happily hugging his thigh with her eyes close. They
both stop hearing a loud gasp before they scramble seeing Miguel looking at them with wide
doe eyes. "W-What are you two doing!!" "M-Miguel!!" Kaiti says as she grabs the cover
trying to cover herself up before Tzekel-Kan shields her from Miguel's eyes with a glare he
sends his way. "Why are you here Lord Miguel.." "I could ask Kaiti the same thing, she was
supposed to talk to you not give herself up to you!" Kaiti scoffs as she holds Tzekel-kan's
arm. "Exscuse you! It's none of your damn buissness what i do with him!" "Yeah because you
just give yourself to anyone who'll take you right. Was that the plan with me." He says as
throws his hands in the air, Kaiti looks hurt at his words. "I didn't just "Give" myself up to
him! I thank you to understand that i like Tzekel-kan, he's been nothing but sweet and dosen't
deserve what you been giving him."  "Oh and what about his Sacrifices, hes been trying to
kill people from the begining! You was agasin't them wasn't you!" "Yeah but It dosen't mean
you can treat him like this! Fuck Miguel i thought you understood me." "I did until you threw
me to the side for him!" "Miguel I didn't even know you liked me in the first place, I though
you was trying to be friendly!" "We almost kissed! Did it not mean anything." "Yeah because
I don't like you!!" She growls to him throwing her shirt on to make sure shes covered up, she
walks over to Miguel before she pokes his chest. "Well then i guess you won't like the fact
that Tzekel-kan is using you. Did you give him your virginity!" "That's none of you damn
buisness if i did!"  "Look at the facts Kaiti, he don't love you! i bet as soon as this year of the
jaguar thing is done he'll throw you to the side and leave you. And i'm not gonna be around to
comfort you because your to stupid to even see who really loves you!!" A loud slap is heard
as Tzekel-kan's eyes widen at the scene he just saw, Kaiti has tears as she had slapped Miguel
pretty hard leaving a red mark on his for all to see. He holds his cheek giving Kaiti a teary
eyed look. "K-Kaiti.."  "If that's what you really think then leave Miguel, I happen to love
Tzkel-kan and he loves me! I thought I could trust you but now i see you was nothing but
jealous and showed your true side. Get the hell out of my face and never speak to me again!"
She pants as she covers her face feeling two arms wrap around her. Tzkel-Kan is glaring to
Miguel as he shields Kaiti. "I think you should leave Lord Miguel. You overstayed your
welcome.." Miguel takes a deep breath but he turns letting the tears fall finally and he walks
down the stairs before he hears the sound of the curtains moving and Tzekel-kan looking to
him. 

 



"Thank you for making my job easier lord Miguel, as it is for your best interest i suggest you
stay away from Lady Kaiti. She has had enough heartbreak from you..I suggest you stay
away as I can take so much more from you.." He gives him a smirk while he disspears inside
his eyes glowing green fading, Miguel rushes down the stairs as his heart is in pain. Tzekel-
kan sits by Kaiti as he heads back in and he brings her into a hug comfrorting her. "Shhh shhh
it's okay Kaiti..you know the truth now yes." Kaiti sniffles wiping her tears as she holds him.
"Im sorry I didn't believe you.."  Tzekel-kan smirks as he can finally bring out his big plan,
Kaiti watches confused as Tzekel-kan softly holds her hand close. "My goddess..i feel like
this is the best time I can tell you. But..I want to wed you." "W-Wed.." Kaiti says in shock
seeing him bring out a small golden ring with a emerald in it green as a snakes scales.
"Yes..please. I want you to be my bride." Kaiti covers her mouth but she nods hugging him
tight. "Yes Tzekel-kan i will!!" She cries out before he kisses her sliding the ring onto her
finger slowly, all apart of his plans. Tulio raises up hearing the sudden sound of the curtains
before he sees a distraught Miguel. "Woah Miguel what happened." "Kaiti and Tzekel-kan
they.." "They what." He gets to his knees holding his head before Tulio and Chel rush to his
side to comfort him. As the sun rises higher in the sky Miguel and Tulio are walking as he
tries to comfort his friend. "Hey you know she has a steady head. He probally messed with
her mind to make her fall for him." "Tulio she already been in bed with him, I..i don't believe
anything else could happen."  "Uhh..how about that." Tulio says as he points to the gathering
crowd towards the cheif's temple. The duo walks up as Chel is in stress. "Chel whats going
on." "Your not going to believe it but Kaiti she.." "Citizens!!" Comes the cheery voice of
Tannabok, they all look seeing him walk up with Kaiti and Tzekel-kan. "We have such joyish
news! One of our own Tzekel-kan has news to annouce!!" Tzekel-Kan steps up with Kaiti as
he holds her hand. "I am proud to annouce..i have showed my love to Kaiti. I have asked her
hand in marriage!" He lifts her hand showing off the ring as Kaiti is hidding her face shyly in
his shoulder, Miguel feels the world stop around him as he grows quiet. "She..she's marrying
him.." He says out of breath before Chel holds her head with Tulio. "Oh no..." "Yes we are
getting married! Which i proudly hope you will attened!!" Tzekel-kan says with a happy
look. Miguel can't stand it before he turns and runs out of the crowd ignoring Tulio's yells as
he feels the silence take over. It can't be it can't!! Tzekel-kan watches as he smirks to himself.
"This will be glorious and the step forward I need to really get this plan going." Kaiti listens
to the cheers and she looks at the ring. She's marrying him, she couldn't dream of someone
wanting her hand in marriage. But this was what she was wanting and will always treausre
close to her heart.

 

(I know this chapter is short but it is building up towards some big things later on!!) 



Wedding Blues and Plans

Chapter Summary

After Tzekel-kan announces his marriage to Kaiti the whole city is excited and busy to
help plan it, with this however comes more heartbreak as Miguel and Tulio are planning
to leave in a few days. Tulio though wants Miguel to stop the wedding as he knows his
heart is set on saving his friend. Although being nervous Kaiti is trying to wrap her mind
on the wedding and Miguel was saying with Tzekel-kan trying to throw her away. She
of course puts it to the side as she is trying to be happy herself.

Chapter Notes

Sorry I'm just now posting this! I've been juggling the new fic and some personal stuff, I
promise I will get to finishing this.

"Do you think they liked the idea my dear." Tzekel-kan says as he watches Kaiti mess with
her ring, she's still trying to take it all in with the sudden way he asked her. "Well I think they
did. They seemed very happy." "All except for Lord Tulio and Miguel my dear..." Kaiti looks
down softly still remembering Miguel's words but she shakes her head getting up heading to
Tzekel-kan wrapping her arms around his neck. "Well they'll get used to it I'm sure. For now
let's plan our wedding!" He smiles with a chuckle holding her as they both look out the door
to the city, Kaiti lays her head on his shoulder feeling him rubbing her knuckles. "It's what
you want Kaiti." "Well to be honest I'm happy with anything you want to do. I'm not picky at
all." "Really." He softly begins to dance with her twirling her around as she laughs landing
back into his chest. "I do have a idea with the year of the jaguar. I have this beautiful dress
that would compliment your form." "Oh really, I'm guessing the theme is green." She jokes
feeling him dip her gently, he runs his hand down her neck to her breasts making her shiver.
"Why yes. I'll have it ready for you since the wedding will be in three days." "Three days!"
She gasps raising up looking to him with shock. "Isn't that a bit quick Tzekel-kan!" He puts
her in front of his mirror reaching for a box beside them, he brings out a lovely hanging
crown placing it on her head showing of the green gems that shine around them. "I want to
make sure it falls on the same day, when that moon rises and we're under the statue it will
signal the new era!" Kaiti softly messes with the gems but she nods towards him turning
around placing her hands on his chest. "Then it's settled, we'll wed in three days!" He smiles
bringing her into a soft kiss before footsteps was heard and a native runs in, he is panting but
quickly spots Kaiti running to her. "My goddess I'm so sorry to interrupt you but Lord Miguel
and Tulio have summoned for your presence!" She softly lets Tzekel-kan's hands go and she
nods with a sigh. "Okay let's go and see them. I'll be back Tzek." She follows the native



down the stairs with Tzekel-Kan watching them, he has a scowl across his face before he
looks towards his pool. "I cannot let those two mess this up. It's so close I can taste it." Kaiti
makes it down the stairs walking up to Tulio seeing Miguel was on the ship by himself.
"Tulio what's wrong." He turns around putting his hands on her shoulder before he takes her
to a corner, she watches Chel loading some bags on the ship with Miguel's help. "Well I know
with your announcement that your going to stay here right."  "Well yes, I'm staying here with
my fiancé of course. Wait..are you guys leaving now. I figured you'd stay for the wedding.."
Tulio rubs his head making a face before he sighs gently. "I'm sorry Kaiti we got what we
was wanting." She starts to tear up before she wipes the tears quickly. "So it's like that huh!
Your just going to get the gold and leave right! Not at least stay to support me! For christs
sakes I finally get to marry someone I love!" "K-Kaiti it's not like that!" "No I see how it is!
It's fine go I'll be happy here with Tzekel-kan!" 

She rushes off from Tulio's grip and he sighs with Miguel coming down from the ship, they
watch Kaiti disappear in the crowd before they hear Chel walk up. "I'm not liking that
reaction, Maybe we should stay. We can convince her to break the marriage off before it's to
late." Tulio nods watching Miguel nod to. "Yeah I don't like what he's doing to her." Kaiti
softly wipes her tears as she is walking through the crowds thinking, who needs them when
they don't want to support her. She feels some women softly take her to the temple as they are
holding some things that look like the dress. Tzekel-kan smiles seeing them getting the dress
ready as Kaiti is watching them, she has a bit of a nervous feeling thinking second thoughts
about the wedding. Two days pass of getting preparations ready as the city is bursting with
excitement for the wedding. Decorations of all was put up as a party was being thrown for the
happy couple and Tulio and Miguel's goodbye party. Kaiti is nervous as she's being dressed
for the party, she's wearing a beautiful rainbow dress with some golden jewelry to match with
it. She looks at herself in the mirror before two arms wrap around her showing Tzekel-kan
dressed in some traditional gabs. "You look beautiful Kaiti. Like the goddess I fell in love
with." She smiles kissing his cheek looking back to the mirror softly. "You look handsome
Tzekel-kan. I'm a bit nervous for this party, you think it will go well." He softly hums taking
her to the door seeing the natives look up and cheer for them, Kaiti softly looks shocked
before she looks to him. "Does that answer your question my dear." "Uh yeah. You ready to
head down there." "Of course!" He wraps his arm in hers and they walk down the stairs
hearing music start to play. They get flowers and petals thrown on them before they get to the
table, Tzekel-kan hands her and drink and they softly clink their glasses together. "To our
wedding, the start of our new life." Kaiti smiles at him lovingly. "To our new life, a adventure
that will be filled with love and joy." They give each other their cups and drink from it before
the crowd cheers starting to get wild. Tulio elbows Miguel showing them drinking and
talking, they walk up to the couple seeing Tzekel-kan not look to pleased at their entrance.
"Congratulations you two, Im sure your excited for the wedding right." "Of course it'll be a
wonderful day." Tzekel-kan holds her giving Miguel a glare before he smiles at them. "Of
course one that won't have interruptions." The way he says that makes Miguel and Tulio give
him a look knowing he's wanting them not to show up, Miguel gets Kaiti's hand surprising
her. "May I have a dance with the bride." Before Tzkel-kan can answer he swipes her away
starting to dance with her far from his ears. "Kaiti I know your mad at me but we need to
talk." "Talk about what Miguel, you already made yourself clear." "I know and I'm so
sorry..but I think Tzekel-kan maybe using you for that wacky year of the Jaguar thing." "And
what makes you think that!" "Why would he ask you to marry him when we've only been



here for a week!" "Miguel he loves me! He would never use me!" "Kaiti please listen to me."
"I think you done enough talking Lord Miguel.."

Tzekel-kan separates them and he glares toward Miguel as he holds his bride to him. "I don't
like your filling her head with such viscous lies! Why are you acting this way." The music
dies down as the natives start to whisper and look towards them, Miguel backs up but he
stands his ground. "Because your using her! You don't love Kaiti you just want to use her to
prove something stupid!" "Like your not truly gods." Tezekel-kan sneers as Tulio and Chel
runs up to them. "No! Because your convincing her we're not good for her! We're her friends
we know what she needs and she don't need a man who's nothing but a asshole!" Kaiti steps
up to them but Tzekel-kan holds her back. "Jesus why are you guys doing this! You think
Tzekel-kan is out to get you or something!" "That's because he is! He's a psychopath that
wants to kill everyone and see blood rain from the skies! What do you think he wants you for
Kaiti! He's probably wanting you for your virginity or to sacrifice you!" "ENOUGH!" Kaiti
barks at them as she holds Tzkel-kan's hand. "You guys are really pathetic! Your bringing this
man down because a few mistakes he's made! You really need to relfect on out friendship
because whether or not you like it I'm marrying him and there's nothing can do about it!" She
walks off towards the river to be by herself and Tzekel-kan looks to them shaking his head,
he heads off to comfort her as Miguel sighs hard. "We're going to loose her!" "Don't worry
buddy tomorrow won't be the best day for that maniac." Kaiti sighs moving her feet in the
water as she watches the fish swim around her. She sees Tzekel-kan sit down by her before
he wraps an arm around her softly. "Don't listen to them my dear. Their just wanting to try
and break us up." "I thought they was my friends..What did I do wrong." "Nothing! Just
sometimes people don't want to see others they so call "Care" for be miserable. Don't worry I
will never leave you. I love you Kaiti." She smile softly hugging him tightly to her. "I love
you to." They watch fireworks go up in the air cuddling close to each other enjoying the show
above them. Kaiti feels the wind pick up as she looks to Tzekel-kan seeing his eyes reflect of
the colors in the sky, she's so lucky to have him. He's her everything and her world that will
protect her through out thick and thin. 

 



The Wedding And The Truth Behold

Chapter Summary

The wedding comes and Kaiti is nervous, she's going to marry Tzekel-kan finally.
Though he's acting odd that day and it makes her be on edge. When the moon rises high
the bells ring, all gathered around ready to see the marriage when all hell breaks loose
and Tzekel-kan proves that Tulio and Miguel aren't real gods. Kaiti tries to stop him and
in turn finally gives her virginity to him and end ups having to fully stop them from
fighting and a truth is revealed about who Kaiti really is.

Chapter Notes

Warning! Mention of sexual themes and violence. And the reveal if Kaiti is a goddess or
not!

The next day the sun rises high in the sky, two figures was watching the sunrise together
counting the moments they knew the day would begin. Kaiti excitedly is holding Tzekel-kan
feeling him lightly resting her on his chest. "You seem excited my dear." "I'm sorry I'm just
ready to become your bride." "Be patient you will soon." He kisses her cheek gently as the
sun finishes rising in the sky singling the new day, they get up Kaiti lifting her arms in the air
stretching softly. Tzekel-kan lets a purr out at her shirt lifting up exposing her breasts and he
softly lays his hands upon her stomach starting to go up. Kaiti lightly moves his hands
pulling the shirt back down hearing his soft huff, she laughs but kisses him. "Not till tonight
Tzekel-kan. After our wedding I plan on giving you my gift if you catch my drift."  She
walks towards the bed gathering her things as she looks down towards the city. "Say when
will the wedding start anyway." "Towards night time, I want the moon to rise as we say our
vows." Kaiti smiles at how romantic is sounds but doesn't realize his real intentions for it, she
walks towards him with her bag when he pushes a paper to her. "I need you to get a few
things to bless the wedding with. You can do you that for me can't you." She sees him give
her a smile and pinches his cheek. "Of course! I won't be too long okay!"  Kaiti runs out of
the door down towards the stairs and Tzekel-kan frowns going toward his table getting a
book. "I am excited but not for the reasons she thinks." He walks towards the pool seeing the
notes he's been working on before he sits down on the cool floor. "I need to get ready to
prove Tulio and Miguel are not gods. Those idiots won't fool the city for too much longer. I
just do hope Kaiti won't mind me doing a few things to expose them." He laughs closing the
book making a few birds fly off the temple, Kaiti is running around gathering the ingredients
wondering what there for. She picks up a few herbs when a man grabs her arm gently leading
her to his stand. "I hope I'm not interrupting anything my goddess but I have something for



you." "Oh your not! I'm just getting a few things done, what do you have." He pulls out a
necklace with a rainbow of feathers on it before he puts it around her neck, she looks to it
with a soft smile. "Thank you, it's beautiful." "Its a symbol of good luck for the wedding." 
The man bows to her and she bows back before she heads off down the road to gather the rest
of the stuff.  As the sun is starting to settle into the day Kaiti rushes up the stairs panting,
she's holding the box close to her as she heads into the temple. "Tzekel-kan I'm back! I got all
your stuff." She hears nothing before she gets confused walking around. "Dear where are
you." She turns the corner bumping into someone that sends her back a bit, she looks up
seeing Tzekel-kan soaking wet wearing nothing. "There you are! I got the things for the
wedding." He takes the box from her hands as he sits it down before he leads her to the bath
he was in. "Thank you Kaiti, would you like to go ahead and get cleansed for the wedding."
"Sure why not." She begins to strip softly heading into the warm water with him as they both
sigh softly laying against each other. 

Tzekel-kan begins to wash Kaiti softly pouring water over her hair running his fingers
through it, she lets out a soft purr at how gentle his fingers are as he softly washes her hair
scratching her scalp. "Are you excited for us to marry my dear." "Very Tzekel-kan, I look
forward to the wedding and spending time with you alone later." She gives him a soft smile
seeing a soft blush rise up to his cheeks. "Well we have plenty of time to be alone later Kaiti,
I must get you ready after all."  He softly pours a green liquid over her body seeing her shiver
at the cool feeling, he then lathers it up covering her entire body in foam and soap. Kaiti
coughs a bit before Tzekel-kan pours more water over her before he spreads her legs softly
washing her sex gently seeing her blush at the action. "What is this green stuff anyway." "Its
a potion I made that will bring us good fortune and up your fertility."  She gives him a look at
the fertility part before some women come in startling them, Tzekel-kan puts Kaiti back into
the water finishing her off before he looks. "Are you here to get her ready." "Yes sir." One of
them says before he wraps Kaiti in a cover starting to dry her off handing the girl to the
women. "I will see you tonight Kaiti at the wedding." Kaiti nods following the women down
the stairs as the man lets out a deep scowl of a sigh, he walks over to the book of gods before
he runs his hand down the picture of the female goddess. "Soon..they will see your true form
Kaiti." Inside of a beautiful temple the women are fitting Kaiti with a beautiful green dress
getting her ready for the wedding. She winces feeling them put her hair up before their
adding jewelry to her, Kaiti looks towards them as she sees how nice she's looking. "What's
the matter goddess." One of them asks before Kaiti looks to her. "I'm just a bit nervous is
all..do you really think I deserve such nice things for this wedding." A taller one holds her
letting her look towards the mirror towards herself as they start to apply some makeup and
face markings. "Your look beautiful my goddess! Perfect for your wedding night and Tzekel-
Kan." Kaiti watches them apply the last of the makeup before she takes a deep sigh watching
the sun begin to set in the sky, she feels them put a veil over her head before she nervously
messes with the jewelry. Down below them the natives are setting up the wedding as Miguel
and Tulio are watching from a set of stairs. "I can't believe their all happy for this.."
"Probably happy Tzekel-kan will leave them alone."  Tulio takes a sip of his drink before
they see Tzekel-kan walk down in some ceremonial looking clothes with some jewelry and
facepaint, he heads to the alter while Chief Tannabok rolls his eyes before he gets signaling
the native men to play their instruments.  The soft music plays in the air before they see Kaiti
starting to walk down holding some flowers in her hands. The boys watch in awe as she steps
onto the alter barefooted before she settles in front of Tzekel-kan, he lifts her veil seeing her
green eyes staring into his dark ones before he holds her hands softly. Tannabok coughs



before he looks all around taking a deep breath. "Citizens! We are all gathered here today for
a miraculous event! The marriage of Goddess Kaiti and Priest Tzekel-kan!" The natives cheer
as Tulio and Miguel walk up watching them, Tannabok continues as he looks to the happy
couple. "We shall honor them by listening to the vows they have wrote!"  Tannobok backs up
as Kaiti softly pulls out some paper as she looks to Tzekel-kan the moon starting to rise
above them.

"Tzekel-kan, for the many days I've been here I've grown to love you and El Dorado. You
have treated me like no one ever has and I want to spend the rest of my life with you. I want
to be by your side through your good and your bad days and protect you when you need it.
Through thick and thin well always be together." Tezekel-kan smiles widely leaning his
forehead against hers as he rubs her cheek. "Kaiti..although I've known you for a few days
you have grown to make my heart swell, I have never felt so much love from someone in my
life. You have made my heart beat for you and I cannot stand to be without you. You are the
light of my life and I hope to spend my years with you." Chief Tannabok pushes them
together before he hands them a cup to drink from. "For now you bond drink from the cup to
show your love." Kaiti and Tzekel-kan brings the cup to their lips before they take a drink of
the red liquid and Kaiti almost chokes tasting how strong the alcohol is before they swallow
it, the natives throw flowers onto them before the chief finally finishes the vows. "Now and
forever with these two souls, I now pronounce you man and wife! You may now kiss the
bride."  He backs up as Tzekel-kan holds Kaiti close to him with a soft smile, they lean in
kissing passionately before Miguel digs his nails in his arm heading up to the alter surprising
everyone. "I object to this!" He says to them before he pushes them apart putting his hand on
Tzekel-kan's chest. "This is wrong! Your not in love with her just admit it already!" "Miguel
what the hell!" Kaiti says trying to get him away, they glare to each other before Tzekel-kan
pushes Miguel back. "You have done enough here "lord" Miguel! As the moon has risen to
the night I will have my revenge!" He spits at him before he walks past them towards his
temple. All was quiet before everyone starts to head off to celebrate before Kaiti gives
Miguel a hurt look. "You just had to ruin our wedding didn't you..you couldn't finally hold in.
You wanted to hurt me, I hope your satisfied!" She heads off to the bar to get some drinks as
Tuli and Chel walks up to him. "Miguel why did you do that!" "I couldn't just stand there and
let it happen! She'll thank me.."  He head down the party and Tulio and Chel both sigh sitting
down with him on some chairs, Tzekel-kan throws the robes off wiping the face paint off
before he heads to Acolyte mixing a potion up for him. He grabs the book flipping through
the pages in anger circling him. "Did you wedding go well sir." "It would have if it weren't
for those fools! It's time to show everyone who they really are.." He stops seeing the picture
in the book of the last ingredient and he looks to Acolyte holding the cup with his umbrella,
he grabs it smelling it before he sneaks behind him kicking the man into the liquid. The green
liquid explodes into magic sending the man back into the wall as it seeps into him an the wall
lighting everything up around him including the jaguar statue. He launches forward as the
statue does and he moves around watching it copy his movements before he smirks. "Do..as I
say and what I do!!" He lets out a loud laugh before the statue shakes with him.

Kaiti is silently sipping some fruit mix as she sighs a bit, she hadn't heard from Tzekel-kan in
a while and she was sure still mad. She gets up heading to the trio as she glares to Migue
clenching her drink. "Well I hope your fucking happy, this night was going well before you
opened your big mouth!" Miguel gets up heading to Kaiti before he sits her drink down to
talk to her. "I did what was best for you Kaiti! He was tricking you into the marriage for his



own gain!" "No he was actually happy Miguel! He has changed these past days and you
wouldn't give him a chance!" They both growl at each other before a loud roar is heard in the
air, they look seeing the jaguar statue burst out of Tzekel-kan's temple before it charges the
natives as Tzekel-kan comes up laughing with glowing green eyes. "Now we'll see your
"Divinity"!" He mocks with his fingers before the natives run screaming around them. THe
jaguar statue flings some guards away before it stops in front of Kaiti slashing her leg, she
falls back hearing Miguel yell for her as it stares at Kaiti with its eyes. "What the hell! Get
away!" She sees the dress had torn showing her legs and she grabs the ripped parts wrapping
it up before she gets up.  Tzekel-kan scolds himself as she sighs, he didn't mean to attack his
own bride. "Damned Statue, attack the others not Kaiti!" The statues roars charging towards
Chel as Kaiti rushes off towards Tzekel-kan's temple as fast as she can. "Tulio!!" Chel yells
before Miguel and Him throw rocks at the Jaguar making it look to them. "HEY you Tzekel
cat! Over here!" It roars chasing after the men as they head down the hill over some dried
lava, Kaiti rushes into the hotel panting before she spots Tzekel-kan over the pool controlling
the Jaguar. She limps over to him tackling the man to the floor making him loose control of
the statue for a moment when it was close to getting Miguel and Tulio. Tzekel-kan opens his
eyes seeing Kaiti giving him a harsh glare as she starts to hit his chest, the man pins Kaiti
roughly against the wall digging his claw like nails into her with a fanged smirk. "Isn't it
beautiful my dear, the year of the jaguar has started off horrible thanks to those fake gods but
it will get better once I get rid of them!" "T-Tzekel-kan this isn't right call off the statue!" 
Tzekel-kan raises his hand putting control over the Jaguar before he gets to serious business
in front of him. He pushes Kaiti to the floor ripping off her panties as she gasps at the gesture
feeling him pin her arms up with some magic cuffs, he pulls his loin cloth off showing his
already hard cock that was dripping pre-cum. He lifts her hips up to him before he rubs the
head of his cock against her sex before she shudders under him. "This ain't no time for us to
fuck Tzekel-kan!!" He lets out a deep chuckle before he leans down breathing onto her neck,
he slowly licks up her skin feeling goosebumps form before he looks to her with his glowing
green eyes. "We have all the time my dear. After all I'm giving you my wedding gift."  He
thrusts into her letting out a animalistic growl feeling how tight she was under him while
Kaiti closes her eyes in pain, he digs his claws into her hips as he grits his fangs in pleasure
finally feeling a pop before Kaiti lets a whimper out to herself. Tzekel-kan pulls out seeing
blood coating him and he thrusts back into her again going deeper his hips pressing into hers.
"Your so tight my dear..I don't think I can even control myself." 

He flips Kaiti onto her stomach before he puts her hands behind her back, Tzekel-kan grips
her hair before he starts to thrust deep into her the sounds of their skin slapping into each
other in the air. Kaiti finally lets out soft moans at the new feeling closing her eyes feeling a
spank come her way and she lets out a yelp. "Look at me my goddess, I will make sure this
kingdom is ours now."  Tzekel-kan is letting out loud growls and grunts as he is speeding up
his thrusts getting rougher and more wild, he closes his eyes sensing the statue had Miguel
and Tulio trapped against the edge of the sacrifice area. He opens them looking to Kaiti
slightly cursing to himself that he can't get any more time with his own bride but alas he has
things to do. Tzekel-kan puts Kaiti is his lap hitting her g-spot before he gives another thrust
letting our a roar before he bites into her shoulder cumming deep into her womb, Kaiti lets
out a loud mewl of pleasure before she cums herself feeling her stomach swell up from his
cum. He lays her down pulling out with a pant before he cleans himself up getting ready to
head out of the temple towards his goal. Kaiti opens her weak eyes before she forces herself
to get up, she heads to the pool cleaning herself out before she grabs some spare clothes



following after him. Miguel and Tulio both huddle up towards the edge as the statue is
growling when it shuts down with Tzekel-kan walking up to them. "I know what you are, and
you are not GODS!" He growls out to them before they look to each other in confusion, Tulio
grabs Miguel before he shakes him. "Your not a god!" He makes a face for him to play along
before he pushes Tulio on anger. "HOW COULD YOU!" "Well it was your idea to grab the
gold in the first place!" Tulio lets out a scoff before he follows Miguel as Tzekel-kan watches
them. "It was your idea to come here in the first place AND bring Kaiti along!" "We couldn't
just leave her in the forest! At least Im not dating my reason!" Tulio lets out a scoff as he
points to him. "Oh low blow..listen here high and mighty we'd be out of here if it wasn't for
your heroism with Kaiti and Tzekel-kan's relationship!" "HEY! I had to help her, unlike him
who was just using her for this plan!" Tzekel-kan lets out a growl as he walks over to the men
glaring. "I wasn't using her, your just angry she loves me." Tulio pushes Miguel as he glares
"Maybe I dont need you then!" "Fine by me!" "Allright!" They begin to slap each other
making Tzekel-kan laugh hard until they both end up punching Tzekel-kan towards the ledge,
they grab a vine before they see Kaiti run up panting. "Wait don't hurt him!!" "Stay out of this
Kaiti it's for his own good!"  They charge towards him until he growls making the statue
come back and it pounces them cracking the ledge sending them over. "TZEKEL-KAN!"
Kaiti yells and she charges jumping off the ledge after him much to the boys horror.
"KAITI!" They yell loudly as she grabs ahold of Tzekel-kan holding him tightly, He grips
Kaiti feeling the wind blowing their hair knowing it was their death. A golden glow blinds
them all before Tzekel-kan feels himself stop falling in the air, the boys hear the sounds of
flapping before their eyes widen at Tzekel-kan being lifted up by something. He gets dropped
to the ground with a thud as Miguel and Tulio climb up to witness something that makes their
mouths open up wide at what their seeing. A pair of giant talons land digging into the stone
as a figure stands tall, green and blue feathers on the wings adorn the top being golden and
soft looking with scaley dragon like lower body with a large feathery tail until it hits a
womans torso with tattoos and reveals Kaiti wearing a dark owl mask while her eyes are
glowing white and she has fangs in her mouth. 

The natives around them are in awe before they all bow down to her with Chief Tannabok
bowing with them. Tzekel-kan looks up confused until he turns around gasping at what he's
seeing, he throws himself to Kaiti's talons before he looks to her with teary eyes. "I-I knew
you was a goddess my dear! I just knew it!!" Tulio and Miguel walk up before they get to
their knees softly bowing to Kaiti. "Wow..a harpy goddess who knew!" "Yeah now that we
know you are one.." Tulio points towards Tzekel-kan who hides behind Kaiti's legs with a
defeated look. "Show him who's boss Kaiti! Make him learn not to mess with the gods!!"
Kaiti lets out a sigh before she hits them both with a wing, she picks Tzekel-kan up as she
looks to the Natives. "I'm going to punish him, but in my own way. I promise to help rebuild
the village with what damages was done." The natives cheer and Kaiti puts him in her talons
before she flies over the entrance as everyone follows after her. The sun rises high in the sky
with everyone surrounding Kaiti and the boys cheering them on, Tzekel-kan is sitting by
himself far away from everyone when he feels two soft feathery wings grab him pulling him
into someone's chest. "Hey why arent you at the party." "I messed up my dear..their wanting
me gone now." "Well that isn't true. We're both staying here." Tzekel-kan looks up to her in
shock before she gives him a nuzzle. "Does that mean.." "Yes I'm staying with you, I'm not
going to leave my husband." Tzekel-kan holds her cheeks with tears as they cuddle up close
him running his hand through her feathers hearing her let out soft purrs with her tail waving a
bit, Miguel lets out a sigh before he looks to Tulio. "I owe them a apology, maybe she was



right about me being jealous." "There you go Miguel!" He pushes him and he walks over to
the two seeing them look up to him. "Kaiti Tzekel-Kan..I want to apologize to you two for
my behavior. I was wrong to separate you two and hurt you Kaiti." Kaiti lets a smile out
before she rubs Miguel's head softly. "It's okay Miguel we forgive you, how about we all
celebrate before you guys go." "Sounds like a plan to me." He heads back to Tulio and Chel
and Kaiti picks Tzekel-kan up as they head back to the cheering crowd.

 

 



Friends Never Say Goodbye

Chapter Summary

After the crazy night they endure the gang celebrates and parties before Tulio and
Miguel have to leave, Kaiti and Tzekel-kan found out some good news and rejoice
before some trouble appears with Cortez and his men burning the forests down. With
their help they get Tulio, Miguel and Chel out destroying the entrance to El Dorado and
saying their final goodbyes to Kaiti as they escape.

Chapter Notes

Short chapter but this is the end of the first fic! The next one will come soon and it will
be telling of how everyone is doing especially Kaiti and Tzekel-kan since they have a
little boy and Tulio and Chel and Miguel come back to visit. It will also have a new
villain and story so keep around for that! Thank you all so much for the love for this fic
I couldn't do it without you

"Okay holding the cup with my talons feels weird."  Kaiti says as she takes a drink from said
cup, Tulio rolls his eyes as she pokes her stomach with a finger. "Maybe turn back and you
can drink normally!" Kaiti lets out a huff before she pushes Tulio back with her tail. "I don't
know how, it just came on okay." Tzekel-kan is sitting beside his bride as he's quietly
drinking to himself, Kaiti nuzzles him earning a smile as he wraps his arm around her large
frame. "This will take time for me to get used to." "Oh har har. Its taking me time to learn I'm
a goddess!"  Miguel taps his cup before he makes a toast around them. "To the bride and
groom! The happy two that are our friends, and to the bride that made me realize I have
someone that cares for us." Kaiti toasts her cup with Tzekel-kan and they al take a drink
before Kaiti shudders at the taste, she sits it down leaning back as she rests. "I think Im done
with the drinks."  She lays a wing on him as he rubs her stomach noting the energy that's
coming from her. He raises up using his powers as his hand is glowing green, he rubs her
stomach again feeling the energy again. "Kaiti..this energy I'm feeling from you. Your
pregnant!" Kaiti sits up quickly looking to him. "I-Im pregnant!" "The fertility spell
worked!!" He hugs her close to him as they softly nuzzle each other happily as the boys look
over in shock. "Congratulations Kaiti!" "Yeah let's hope this one isn't a full blown bird."
"TULIO!" She says blushing as she smacks him with her wing, the boys laugh and joke with
her until a native rushes up panicking. "Chief Tannabok! The forest is on fire and these
strange men are coming through the forest looking for the goddess!" "Strange men.." Kaiti
says confused until she realizes what hes talking about. "Cortez! But he couldn't have found
the way here unless he found the map!" Tulio and Miguel come up to them before Kaiti looks



to Chief Tannobok. "What are we going to do!" "If we get them on the boat we can destroy
the gate so Cortez can't enter El Dorado." 

They nod and they scramble getting some strings up around around the pillars as Tulio,
Miguel and Chel get onto the boat. Miguel looks to Kaiti and Tzekel-kan with a hurt look
before she holds his hand with her clawed one. "Don't worry Miguel, you guys can come
back and visit us. Now go we'll miss you guys!!" She takes off pressing into the boat giving
them a hard push as they take down the river, the natives start to pull the pillars before the
collapse into the water sending the three into the tunnels as the rocks start to hit the water
roughly. Kaiti watches as they disappear and she flies up sensing they had made it though as
the entrance is fully destroyed, the gang comes up breathing hard as they sigh losing all the
gold from the boat. They hide at the sound of voices before Cortez walks upon his horse
seeing the rocks in front of him. "There's no El Dorado, that woman was crazy. Just wait till
we find her.." He turns the horse as the rest of them leave and they peek again as Miguel
sighs. "Wow that was close, lucky she stayed behind with Tzekel-kan." "Hey Miguel we're
going to miss her to. But we got adventures to go on!" Chel gets on Altivo and she rears him
up. "Come on boys to adventure!!" She takes off without them and they chase after her with a
yell.  Kaiti looks to Tzekel-kan as she lands and she sighs softly. "I'm really going to miss
them." He holds her close rubbing her stomach before he takes her back to what was his
temple. "I know my dear but we have many plans ahead of us." "Like.." "Well the fact we're
going to be parents, and we need to build onto the temple for them!" "Your right, and I have a
big job as being El Dorado's protector."  She nuzzles him and kisses him before they head
inside as the sun rises high into the sky. 
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